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THE NEWS
Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, September 7, 1961

Local Phone Workers Get Pay Raise;
Union Says Workers Gratified
O.
Ky.
EARI E C. CLEMENTS

AZ
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• Raises of $1.50 to $3 a week and other benefits have
been agreed upon for 50,000 Southern Bell Telephone &
Telegraph Company employees, effective last Friday,
HARRY LEE WATERFIELD
subject to their approval.
The increase affects the more than 65 employees
connected with the local exchange with workers in Fulton and Hickman Counties. A spokesman for the local
union of the Communications Workers of America said
they were well pleased with the contract. Harvey
that
The Jackson Purchase includes
is president of the local union.
Hurd
McCracken,
stockholders from

Clements, Insurance Stockholders
To Be Guests Of Waterfield Saturday
At least 500 Kentuckians are
expected to gather Saturday at
the home of former Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield in Clinton for
a lawn picnic.
The picnic will end a three-day
conference of the National Investors Life Insurance Co. of Kentucky at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.
Waterfield is president of the
Insurance company.
Attending the picnic at Waterfield's Hickmandale Farm will be
company representatives, policy
holders, and Jackson Purchase
stockholders of the company. The
company has 4,000 stockholders in
Kentucky, 900 of whom live in the
Jackson Purchase.

jottings
from

kote Book
Over a span of some 30 years in
the newspaper business it has fallen my lot to interview many, many
individuals, as surely you know it
must have. I have interviewed inpeople, dull people,
teresting
crazy people, old people, young
people and even people about to
be hanged. One time I interviewed
a lady who was about to have
her seventeenth child and I sat
with her as she anticipated the
event and reported her views on
rearing such a large family, even
while there was every indication
that the child was on its early advent into the world. It wasn't the
best time in the world to talk
about views and such, but she
consented and I was there.
In nearly every category of interview somebody has said to me:
"Some day I'm going to write a
book about my life." Perhaps because I've heard the term so
much, or because anybody who
puts words together for a living
also has that fervent desire to get
into print, book-form, I suppose I
too have said many times that "I
wanna write a book". I am always
reminded of the story in this respect about the play and subsequent movie, "You Can't Take It
With You," where a slightly screwball lady was writing a book because somebody left a typewriter
at her house by mistake. Sometimes I think that people have had
no more justification than that to
write a book after I have plowed
through the so-called literary effort.
The other night all of us were
sitting in the den listening to
music and the peaceful strains
coming from the stereo and the
sight of the portable typewriter on
the desk gave me the urge to sit
down and put some words together for "that book" everybody
wants to write. I know I have
about as much talent to write a
book as does Floppy, one of our
dogs, but just the same that typewriter, all that copy Paper and
that lilting music made me feel
just like Hemingway, Cronin, Ferber and Cornelius Otis Skinner all
rolled into one. So what did I do?
I put the copy paper in the typewriter and started batting away
like an agent from Scribner's was
waiting at the door to take the
rough manuscript to the publisher.

Ballard, Graves, Hickman, Fulton,
Carlisle, Calloway and Marshall
counties.
Waterfield pointed out that no
invitations are being mailed to
individuals. He also stated that
only people connected with the
company would attend the picnic.
Among those expected to attend
will be former Sen. Earle C. Clements, Morganfield; Harold L.
Trader, Providence; former Sen.
Robert Humphreys, Frankfort; W.
F. Foster, Mayfield; Kentucky
Treasurer Thelma Stovall, Frankfort, and Clyde W. Reed, Gilbertsvii le.
All are members of the 25-member advisory board for the camPany. Both the advisory board and
regular board members will attend.
The picnic will begin at 3:30
p. m. Stacey's of Paducah wil
cater.
Other activities will include a
horse show and music.
The insurance conference will
begin Thursday in the theatre at
the village park. A sales meeting
will be held Saturday morning.
The representatives and their
families will travel to Clinton by
bus and private car.

Meanwhile a small increase in
phone service has gone into effect
in the Fulton area. The increase
was approved by the Public Service Commission sometime ago
and was based on a stipulated
number of phones receiving free
toll service in the surrounding
area. The inCrease amounts to 20
cents per month for each residential phone and 25 cents for each
commercial user.
More than 5000 telephone subscribers are now receiving free
toll service in the Fulton area.
This was the number agreed upon
to be reached in order to increase
the phone rate.
The agreement came in a wage
reopening of a three-year contract
signed a year ago with the Com-

Chapter Meeting
Scheduled For
September 12

Individual amount of the wage increases will depend on job and
town classifications of the employee. The average, it said, will
be 5.7 cents an hour.
In addition, the time required
for an operator to reach top wagescale classification was reduced
from 72 to 66 months.
The agreement is subject to
ratification by union members.
Benefiting are workers in Kentucky, Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, the Carolinas, and
Tennessee.

A communication reaching the
News office revealed that the
committee had endorsed Bill Rice
for City Commissioner, ostensibly
after the candidate had answered
several questions pertaining to
such matters as a payroll tax, an
annual audit ,a city budget, the
employment of a city manager
and other questions.
While the News could not learn
whether or not other candidates
would be questioned by the committee ,on the most important is-

sues in the campaign, the News
will gladly publish the answers of
other candidates in the race who
wish to make statements on the
questions asked below. Here are
Mr. Rice's answers:
Q. Are you in favor of a City
Manager form of Government?
A. Yes, provided a local man is
not employed. A well trained and
experienced man, not under obligation to any one person or
group. A local man would be toe,
close to things, not to be influenced, even to a small degree.

Governor Combs, Park Officials Visit
ColumbusPark; Mere Facilities Plan
Governor Bert T. Combs and a group of State Parks
officials made an unexpected visit to Columbus Belmont
Park at Columbus, Kentucky last Saturday. The Governor Was accompanied to the park by Ed Fox, Commissioner of Kentucky State Parks, Dix Winston,
deputy commissioner in charge of Construction, Henry
Ward, Highway Commissioner and chairman of the
State Park Commission and Marvin Music, secretary of
the Commission. Charles Warneck, Director of Tourist
and Travel was also in the group.

more ,,•
that a motel type swimming pool
would be taken under advisement.
Mr. Fox said that such a pool
has been planned for Blue Licks
State Park, another historic area.
and that if the pool proved feasible there the pool at Columbus
Park would be considered.
Considerable work has been
done on the Park thus far with
more emphasis to be placed on
the preservation and markings of
the historic relics and markings
in the area.
• The party was driven back to
the Union City airport after having visited other points of possible tourist development in the
area. They flew to Someraet to
visit Cumberland Falls State Park.--

Mother of Three Loses Leg ,Badly
Hurt In Head-On Collision At Cayce

'Hundred Years Ago
Hits Close To Home

While black slaves and yellow
coolies dug the red ore from the
hillsides, and woodcutters felled
the giant oaks for charcoal, and
furnace operators brought from
Nobody in the room got very Pittsburgh cooked out the molten
excited about my literary enthus- iron, another remarkable story
iasm except that I kept getting was unfolding below Eddyville.
dirty looks from the children and
William Kelly, 39-year-old PittsPaul about the hunt and pecking
of the typewriter keys. Finally, it burgh Irishman, had an idea.
was Mary Jo, who said, "Mother, Those who labeled him "Crazy
what in the world are you writ- Kelly" laughed, but he persisted
ing?" And I answered "a book." In testing his belief that "air is
The young man and the older man fuel.". Experimenting at furnaces
in the room only turned their of his friends, Watson and Hillheads in my direction, shrugged man, he eventually proved that
their shoulders, and went on list- steel could be made from pig iron
ening to the fine points of the without high expense.
But Kelly, who was an honest
Continued on Page Four
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millions. Even today he is generally considered the discoverer of the
process which bears his name.
Many of the furnaces and forges
were shut down during the Civil
War; many more were destroyed.
Fulton and Center furnaces were
situated in strategic areas where
bullets whined and men died.
Even so, Center operated almost
without interruption during the
conflict. Operations from Empire
were transferred there when the
fighting became too hot near the
coveted river.
Center Furnace continued to
work after the war and reached
its peak of production about 1876.
Daniel Hillman. Jr., who died in
1884, did live to see his dream
come true. His second wife, Mary,
took over the operation of the industry until 1895 when she sold
out to S. N. Leonard of Eddyville.
The title passed next into the
hands of T. N. Harrison of St.
Louis, who formed the indepen-

dent Hillman Land and Iron Company.
Harrison had his troubles. Transportation problems and lack of
efficient mining equipment prevented the furnace from competing on a competitive level with
Pennsylvania and Alabama. By
1912 it was shut down. Kentucky's
iron industry had passed into oblivion.
Evidence of the pioneer industrial boom is still found today on
the refuge. Glass-like rocks of
green, black and blue are scattered over the hillsides and roadways. The ruins of old Center
Furnace, almost hidden in a grove
of young hardwood trees, symbolize part of the story. Shallow depressions on the side of a nearby
hill mark the graves of Chinese
laborers who toiled there. Huge
oaks line the route of the old
"Silver Trail," and a nearby road
bears the same name.
No traces of the town of He-

certified public accountants. I feel
that this audit should be availala•
to the tax payers of Full"a- .
they can see the income a!
what the money is expende
what the City owns and what
obligations are as to loans, bor•
etc. In other words, their Ass,
and Liabilities.
Q. Are you in favor of a PAY
roll tax?
A. No. I do not '
present time a r.
essary. If the •
department ;do,
from leaks in the ,y,a,
proximate savir:
could be affect,
been going on
purchase of a leak detector f
$450 would save thi, City •l-oi;
ands of dollars. Trii•
merit is in exialltaa
ially. I have been I. I 11.!
present, a S44.0an fund is in a
cal bank. Why is this money 1..,.
drawing interest?
Q. Why are some opposed to a
City Manager?
A. This faction opposed to .1
City Manager, claims that tha
City is not financially able to pay
his salary. For the past five years
the City has paid a water Engineer $900 a year, as a retaining
fee—this is not necessary. Now.
according to the Paducah Sun
Democrat and the Commercial
Appeal, the City plans to hire another firm of Engineers to help
find the leaks in the water system.
This is an absolute waste of the
tax payer money.
Q. Does the City have any maps
of the water and gas mains?
A. I am told there is only one
employee who knows where the
mains, valves and etc. are located.
This is certainly a dangerous situation, should this one employee
not be available in case of an emergency, it would be tragic and
very embrassing to some one. I am
certainly in favor of enlarged
maps of both the gas and water
systems showing all mains, valves.
fire hydrants or .any other part of
the system, so any emplOyee could
locate any part of valve at any
time.
Q. What about the sewdr in
Highlands?
A. I am in favor of checking into
this situation. Many of the residents of that area have complained to me about the extremely high
cost of the sewer and the poor job
in making street repairs.

mobile, travelling at high speed,
leave the concrete with the back
wheel of the car on the highway's
shoulder. He said that he thought
the car was going to plunge into
the ditch and slowed down to
avert any possible collision.
He said that in a few moments
the driver of the car. Mrs. Simmons, brought her car back onto
the highway and apparently having lost control, collided into his
car at the driver's side. Mr. Norville said that he tried to avert the
collision and had even moved over
across the seat to ward off being
struck by the on-coming vehicle.
The Norville car was plunged
into the ditch by the impact and
Mr. Norville had to be extricated
from the car since the door on the
driver's side wha,smashed closed.
Mrs. Simmons, who was interInitenly conscious when she talked
to this reporter said that she had
A Soybean Field Day, conducted
been to Columbus to visit with by the University of lltritucky to
enroute
was
David Smith and
Agricultural Experiment- Station, Continued on Pane Foil,.
will be held in Fulton County on
Thursday, September 7th (today)
starting at 2:00 P. AT
The Field Day will be held at
the Stone and Ledford Plantation
which is managed by Harold Rice.
The plantation is about one mile
rnatite are left, though a nearby west of Hickman on
Kentucky
lake still bears the name. Multi- Route 94.
colored rocks from the forgotten
The program will consist of a
era are plentiful along its shore- tour of_soybean plots
showing difline.
ferent name varieties. Shirley
Iron masters and workers from Phillips, U. K. Extension Service
Pennsylvania returned to their Agronomy Specialist, and J. F.
homes in the East when the fur- Freeman, Experiment Station Renaces grew cold; woodcutters and search Worker in Soybean Weed
charcoal burners cleared small Control, will talk to the group
fields in an effort to support their about the different varieties and
families by farming.
about other problems that concern
The heavy brick and stone fur- soybean growers.
Soybean growers 4n the area or
naces, many of them built by
Kelly himself, stood for years as any other persons interested in
silent sentinels of the bygone era. soybeans are invited to attend the
Then they began to yield to time Field Day. Farmers in the followas they fell into ruin, and young ing counties are especially invited:
trees grew up around them, hiding Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard,
them in the dense woods. Only McCracken, Graves, Livingston,
Center Furnace is left now, and it Marshall and Calloway.
Mr. Warren Thompson, Field
is gradually crumbling to the baked bare ground where heavy-foot- Agent in Agronomy, from the Unied laborers in wooden shoes once versity of Kentucky, will also be
worked in the wilting heat.
present to discuss the problem of
Many workers stayed behind keeping good stands of alfalfa for
(Continued on Page Two)
larger yields.

Steel Age Born Between The Rivers, But Civil War Halts Progress
and fair-minded man, was badly
mistaken in his belief that all who
observed his experiments followed
the same principles. Two Englishmen who worked for Kelly and
watched him develop his new
process left pay and clothes behind to hurry to England. They
took his secret with them.
The Age of Iron became the Age
of Steel.
Henry Bessemer was the next
Englishman to appear on the
scene—at the American Patent
Office in November 1856—with a
process for converting iron into
steel. Kelly fought back, however,
and by proving his use of the airblast process 10 years before, was
granted an American patent. Then
lawsuits and financial panic forced him to sell his patent to his
father in 1857 for $1,000.
Though he regained control of
his patent by 1870, he found only
virtual oblivion. Bessemer, meanwhile, proceeded to accumulate

Elsewhere in U. S.

The News was unable to determine the names of Q. Are you in favor of a budget
for the City?
any of the members of an organization calling itself the
A. I certainly am in favor of a
"Citizen's Committee Investigating Qualifications of budget. After talking with many
City Commissioner." Calls to several local citizens who tax payers of Fulton, I learn that
they were not aware that the City
might furnish the identity of some of the organizers pro- operated without a budget. It is
-absolutely
necessary that the City
duced no results at press time on Wednesday. A spot
know the revenue income
check of several other candidates for city commissioner, Officials
in order to operate witten that
other than Bill Rice, revealed that they had not been amount.
queried by the committee on vital issues being discussed Q. Are you in favor of annual
munications Workers of America.
in'the current city election to name a Mayor, four com- audits?
Negotiations began August 15.
A. Yes, I am in favor of an anThe company explained that the missioners and a City Judge.
nual audit by a competent firm of

Four Girls Chosen
In Fulton High
Grid Queen Contest

(This article, By Dwain McIntosh, State Newsman, was begun
In last week's paper and deals
with the history of the proposed
National Recreation Area between
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes.)

Yearly Trade Arca

Rice Answers Questions On Vital Issues
In Campaign; Others Invited To Do So

The regular meeting of the KenTenn Chapter No. 793 of retired
Civil Service employees will be
held at the Derby Restaurant in
Fulton on Sept. 12 with a luncheon to begin at 1:00 p. m. in the
dining room.
Alter lunch the business meeting will be held, followed by entertainment. Mr. Sam E. Jones,
national vice president' of the organization is qxpected to be presArriving at the Union City Air- facilities in the park so that tourent. Members are urged to attend port they travelled by car to Co- ists and area citizens could camp
Jehovah's Witnesses have select- and non-members and visitors are
lumbus Park after having made at the park and enjoy the historic
ed Fulton's Municipal Stadium for welcome.
similar visits to Audubon State Civil War background of the area.
their semi-annual seminar accordPark at Henderson and Pennyrile Asked about plans for a swimming
ing to an announcement by V. A.
State Park at Dawsor, Springs. pool at the park Mr. Fox said that
Harriman, presiding minister of
Asked the reason for ha: surprise if the camping area proves poputhe Fulton congregation.
visit the Governor said: 'j wanted lar and tourists will be seeking
About 700 ministerial delegates
to see what our Parks had to of-from five states will converge on
fer for the visitor over the long
Fulton the week end of September
What the
holiday week-end."
22-24. Sessions will begin Friday
State officials found at Columbus
September 22 at 7:00 p. m. and
Park was a well maintained, beauwill continue to Sunday Evening.
Four lovely Fulton High misses tifully kept picnic area and hisUniting Men in a Split-up World
of interest efficiently
Is the theme of the featured ad- have been selected to represent toric points
to interest area visitors
A twenty-three year old mother
dress Sunday at 3:00 p. m. by their respective classes in the designated
tourists.
of three children was critically inHarry C. Good from the world Homecoming Queen contest. They and out-of-state
Mr. Ward, former Commissioner jured in a head-on collision near
headquarters of Jehovah's Wit- are Wanda Cash, senior, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Cash; Mar- of Conservation and director of Cayce Wednesday morning and
nesses at Brooklyn, New York.
A cordial invitation to attend all tha DeMyer, junior, daughter of State Parks told the group that another man is in serious condition
sessions is being extended to resi- Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer; Columbus Belmont Park was in at the Fulton Hospital. The acciNancy Latta sophomore, daughter better condition today than when dent occurred at about 7:40 A. M.
dents of the Fulton community.
of Mr. and Mrs. Van Latta; Nancy it was maintained and supervised right outside of Cayce on HighTreas, freshman, daughter of Mr. by the Civilian Conservation Corps way 94.
during the rehabilitation days of
and Mrs. Joe Treas.
The injured are:
Each class is in the process now the middle thirties.
Mrs. Shirley Simmons of ClarkAdams,
of selling Curtis magazines and is
dale, Miss. who lost her right leg
To this remark, John
other
Each week for several weeks also holding candy sales and car superintendent of the park said: at the knee and received
possinow, the News has carried a run- washes to raise money for its can- "Thanks for the compliment. We bruises and lacerations and
have a whole It less employees, ble internal injuries.
ning account of the Civil War didate.
The Queen will reign over the but much more efficient and inA. K. Norville of Hickman, Ky.,
from its beginning in 1861. The
M. and
series, written by William H. Mc- Homecoming game on October 6. terested ones." Mr. Adams was a fireman with the G.
totally unaware of the Governor's 0. Railroad in Cairo who received
Henry, will continue with a dayvisit, and reported,that the area a broken arm, a fractured pelvis
by-day record of the war until its
CLAIM SERVICE!
citizens and tha park employees and other injuries.
ending in 1865.
Mr. Norville. who will be transMr. B. D. Nisbet, Contact Rep- have taken a personal interest in
This week's
installment deHosscribes the war as it came into resentative of the Kentucky Dis- keeping the a: 'a in tip-top con- ferred to the Missouri-Pacific
pital in St. Louis ,Missouri gave
this tip of Kentucky. Some of the abled Ex-Service Men's Board will dition at all times.
Commissioner Fox said that a News reporter this account of
local towns mentioned are Hick- be present Sept. 15, at the Ameriman, Columbus and Paducah. This can Legion Hall in Fulton to as- plans were in the making to es- the accident:
He was driving his 1960 Chevaccount is a very interesting and sist veterans with claims for their tablish a camping area in the park
Cairo
factual one and can be found on military service benefits. Hours by next year. He said that many rolet into Cayce en route to
autoare from 9:00 a. m. till 3 00 p. m. requests have Is...en made to erect when he saw a 1954 Buick
the editorial page.

Nearly 700 To
Attend Meeting
Of Church Group

Single Copy, 10c

Soybean Field Day
Set At Fulton
County Location

Smith Broadbent,Jr.,Distinguished Kentuckian,
Works Hard To Broaden Kentucky's Progress
Smith D. Broadbent, Jr., is a distinguished West Kentuckian and a
man who has given an untold amount
of his time to develop the resources
and potentials of his native State.
Presently serving as president of the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce,
Mr. Broadbent has worked untiringly
in every worthwhile endeavor in
Kentucky to further its economic and
cultural interests.
Mr. Broadbent has interested
himself in good government for the
progress of Kentucky and in such an
endeavor' he has become prominently
mentioned as one of the top contenders as a gubernatorial candidate in
the race for 1963. Mr. Broadbent always has been one of our favorite
people. We have had the pleasure so
many times to hear him speak, privately and publicly, on his hopes and
visions for Kentucky.
In a recent issue of KENTUCKY
BUSINESS, the official magazine for
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
Mr. Broadbent expressed his feelings
about Kentucky in his monthly message to the members of the State
group. We felt that Mr. Broadbent's
views were so sincere and so compatible with the thinking of many Kentuckians who want the best for our
State, that you would want to read
them too. So, with due credit to KENTUCKY BUSINESS we are herewith
reprinting Mr. Broadbent's message.
If you agree that this fine gentleman
expresses your sentiments, why not
drop him a note and tell him so. You
can send the letter either to his home
in Cadiz or to the Kentucky Chamber
af commerce.
Here's the letter:
To the Members of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce:
There are many things which
make us proud to be Kentuckians: industrial and agricultural achievement: educational and literary
"firsts"; pioneering success on a new,
-lush but hostile frontier; Man 0' War,
the Kentucky Derby, parks and
shrines, bluegrass; dedicated men and
women in science, industry, agriculture,. government, education a n d
other worthy fields.
These heritages from the past

and indomitable tangibles of the present are encouraging factors for the
future. It took courage and effort to
conquer the wilderness we now know
as our state—the combined effort of
all who sought safety and serenity in
preserving life and pursuing liberty.
What has been done is an index to
what may be accomplished to broaden Kentucky's place in the sun.
In ancient England, guilds were
formed to promote industry and commerce. Today, in America, men and
women still band themselves together
to develop their own professions "and
trades. There are numerous associations, bureaus, councils and clubs—
we all carry many membership cards
to further special endeavors in which
we are interested. Not all of these
groups are selfishly pursuing one
goal; many not only do a specific promotional job, but also work to guard
against threats to their own and the
public weal.
Your Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce has, as its major project,
the continued development of Kentucky. It is not necessary to build
forts and fight hostile Indians, help
neighbors clear land for farms, share
utensils or produce salt from sulphur
wells. These are chores of the past.
Today's challenge is similarly
serious. Better schools and colleges;
more industry and jobs; brighter,
cleaner_communities; intelligent application of legislative processes; good
government and equitable taxation.
These objectives are the concern of
every citizen. They will be on the
horizon if we all will it so.
Like the pioneers of the past,
Kentuckians can find plenty of reasons to join together. The Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce is the vehicle.
If every citizen gives his best effort,
makes the Chamber program his, we
can make our best dreams come true.
I have humbly accepted the honor of becoming president of your Kentucky Chamber of Commerce; I face
the future with great confidence in
the support you will give in pushing
forward the objectives we all so devoutly desire.
Sincerely,
Smith D. Broadbent, Jr.

STRICTLYAUSINESS

"My current

WU aren't the problem—it's the tenyear-old ones!"

Turning Back The Clock-FROM THE FILES:0
14,
September 5, 1941
A total of 431 students were enrolled at the South Fulton school
Monday and of these. 260 are listed in elementary school, 92 in
Junior High, and 79 in High
School,
About 3000 men, members of the
First Armored Division of Fort
Knox, were scheduled to pass
through Fulton on Thursday night
and Friday of this week. Fifteen
trains were used to carry the men
and all necessary emlipment, with
approximately thirty cars and 200
men to each train.
Mrs. Harold Thom,s was hostess
to her,semi-monthly bridge club
Wednesday afternoon at her home
on West Street. Only members
were present.
Mrs. Billy Atkins held high
score among the eight players and
she received an attrsctive prize.
The hostess served a salad
plate. Mrs. Grady 'Virden will entertain the club members in two
weeks.
The South Fulton PTA met last

Heaven Too Good To Miss
set apart for the reward of the good.
On earth, hints St. Paul, we see
things obscurely and indirectly as
through a clouded Wass. In Heaven,
the glass is gone and there is God.
And in Him we shall see all things.
ALL things.
Consider that a man spends a lifetime mastering one subject. Take entomology, the study of insects, for instance. Didn't Dr. Oliver Wendell
Holmes tartly complain: "No man is
an entomologist. There are too many
bugs." But in Heaven we shall know
all things.
All right, you say...but Heaven
can wait. You are reasonably happy
here. This is understandable to the
extent that we are now earth-creatures and have so little knowledge of
the precise happinss of Heaven. Heaven seems to be one spot on the map
of life where you take God's word for
the general picture and figure out the
fine points for yourself.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

Our idea of happiness can change.
To a baby, happiness is a bottle (to
some grown-ups too). To a young boy,
it is a bike. To a teenaged Miss it
might be unlimited use of the telephone, with no worries except every
half-hour changing ears.

Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Also Second
lass

place in

1960 and Honorable

Mention

Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Arldr as all mall (subscriptions. change of address%
Forma )579 to Post Office Sox 466 Pulton. Itentatir7

Published Every Thursday of The Year
A member of ihe Kentucky Press Association
Second - elms postage paid at Fulton. Ken
Welty and M additional mailing office..
Subscription Bates: $3.00 per year in Fulton
Rickman. Graves Counties, Ky., and °Mon and
Weakley Counties Term. Elsewhere throughout the United States 4.00 per year.

Thursday, September 7, 1961

Mrs. Vern Clark and son, Clarence John, of Detroit, Michigah,
have been the guests of Mrs. J. B.
Cequin of Walnut Street this
week. On Tuesday afternoon, Mrs.
Cequin and her guests, Miss Margaret Stephens and Mr. Frank
Cequin, visited the latter's family
in Huntingdon, Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sensing announce the birth of a son, weighing eight pounds, two ounces, born
Tuesday afternoon

WILLIAM H. MaILIMILY

First Week in September

Maybe you've heard of the little
girl who pointed a small finger at the
star-spangled sky one night and said,
"Heaven must be ,very beautiful because even the wrong side is so pretty." A sentimental fancy. but it does
gently tell us one fact: if God made
this world so wondrous then beyond
all bounds must be the place He has

I- PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

Some of those appointed to committees were: Mrs. Clyde Fields,
Mrs. Joe Mack Read, Mrs. Jess
Haynes, Mrs. R. E. Sanford, Mrs.
I. M. Jones, Mrs. Lon Pickle, Mrs.
Leon Hutchens, Mrs. Kellie Lowe,
Mrs. T. A. Parham, Mrs. Lilliam
DeMyer, Mrs. Will Cravens and
Miss Naomi Fowler.

100 Years Ago This Week
BY

C. S. S. R.. radio speaker
The best known official description of Heaven stops you short by
saying it is indescribable: "Eye hath
not seen nor ear heard, neither hath it
entered into the heart of man what
,Iiings God hath prepared for those
that love Him." So testified none
other than St. Paul who was swept up
into Heaven to see for himself. He
made no further comment, either because he was sealed to secrecy or
thrilled to silence.

Thursday night at the school
building- with Mrs. Karl Kimberlin, president, in charge. A delicious picnic supper was enjoyed,
followed by the business meeting.

An Historical review of TIM CIVIL WAR DAT-IIY-DAY
(Metorial Is from isoblkation of meetly one aaaaaed year, seep wlefeal
wording 1 rino refeyoner. In the Library ef Congress. Waahlawaina Reporting
ws• ...ally very owe-Wiled; wy seek to be fair la sewerage and
payers
In the
peeweee a national balance . . SD).

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

By Rev. Joseph E. Manton

bri

But we grow out of these things.
We mature. A middle-aged man now
puts his happiness in a Cadillac. If
you offered him a cookie, he would
think you insane. Yet, a cookie was
once all the joy in the world.
May it not be that when we fully
mature, when our bodies are glorified
and our souls are sanctified with the
Light of Glory, we shall have completely new ideas of happiness?

September first, 1861, and the
War Between the States came to
the Mississippi Valley. Kentucky
lost her neutrality. (So-called)
Kentucky, like the other border
Maryland, Virginia,
states of
Tennessee, Missouri, and even Arkansas, had been torn with her
own private civil war as the citizens struggled to take sides . . .
or struggled to not take sides . . .
in the War.
Kentucky Governor Magoffin
had proclaimed, back on May 20,
that in the fight between the
States, Kentucky would remain
neutral. Magoffin was, at that
time, very hopeful of neutrality
becoming a fact. It was not to be.
Another distinguished citizen of
Kentucky, John C. Breckinridge,
had been vice-president under Buchanan. Breckinridge had then
been a Senator from Kentucky,
and even aftec the bombardment
of Ft. Sumter, he had struggled
for peace between the States. That
was not to be either, and finally
Breckinridge had joined the Confederacy. Breckinridge loved the
Union, he loved the idea of State's
Rights snore, and he was to become a noted Major-General in
the Confederate army. Finally
during the closing months of the
war, he was the Secretary of War
of the Confederacy.
It was impossible for Kentucky
to remain neutral. The War had
flared in Virginia and even along
the edge of Maryland. The War
had been an actual blood and
death clash all along the border
between Virginia on one side and
Maryland and Ohio on the other.
Out West the fight had divided
Missouri and had led to a dozen
battles in that unhappy State. And
more were coming. Union men
were all along the TennesseeKentucky border. Each side waited, waited for the other side to
first violate the soil of Kentucky
. . . then that State would also
become a battleground.
The Confederacy had begun to
build great forts on the Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers where
those two rivers came within a
dozen miles of each other as they

swung north across Kentucky. Ft.
Donelson on the Cumberland and
Ft. Henry on the Tennessee would
serve to build up the reputations
of Grant and his new army . . . .
but they would fail to keep the
north from sending a steam-boat
army up the Tennessee River into
northern Mississippi and Alabama.
Confederates had fortified Island No. 10 in the Mississippi
River just at the tip of Kentucky.
They had also seized Belmont in
Missouri. Columbus, was just
across the river . . . but in Kentucky. Who would grab Columbus
first? The Confederates were first.
Gen. Polk moved into Kentucky
on Sept. 3. The NEW YORK
TIMES reported:'The rebels have
invaded Kentucky from several
points seizing important towns
and advancing boldly toward Louisville by the line of the Louisville
and Nashville Railroad."
September 4 history was made
when Fremont, commander of the
western department with headquarters in St. Louis, ordered
Brig. Gen. U. S. Grant to " . . .
include Kentucky in his command." The next day Grant had
his men fortifying the river opposite Paducah. Grant led his men
into Paducah Sept. 6 arriving just
In time to take "undisputed possession .. . having only about six
hours advance of the enemy."
The Federal gunboats Lexington
and Tyler were fired upon by Confederates in Columbus and Chalk
Bluffs, Kentucky.
September 5 Grant wired Gov.
Magoffin and the Kentuhky Legislature taht Confederate troops
had landed at Hickman, Ky., in
great numbers. Gov. Harris of
Tennessee sent word to Magoffin
that the move was without his
orders or knowledge, and that he
himself was wiring
Jefferson
Davis.
The Louisville DEMOCRAT said
that ". . . there were some fifty
officers for the southern forces in
Paducah, but they escaped." The
same paper said that the southern
forces had been quietly gathering
supplies for the Southern army
which they expected to occupy Paducah, and that Grant captured

Raccoons were rare and ducks and
geese were seen only in flight.
But then the Federal Government took a hand, buyng the Hillman holdings and many smaller
tracts. the public works program
began to pay off there. The area
was covered-mapped, forest stand
mprovement and soil erosion control programs were begun, and
roads were built.
In August 1938, a proclamation
by President Franklin D. Roosevelt designated Federally-owned
land between the two rivers from
Moss Ferry to Turkey Creek as a
national wildlife refuge. Almost
two years later the title to the area
was transferred to the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey, forerunner of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Under Bureau-sponsored WPA
programs the refuge began to
STEEL AGE—
move. Dams were constructed to
(Continued from rage 1)
form three lakes—Hematite, Honforever—victims of cholera, yel- ker and Empire—and the waterfowl development program was
low fever and smallpox.
The Hillman Land and Iron begun in earnest. Now the refuge
Company began producing rail- winters peak populations of 25,000
road cressties. But in 1919 the geese and 60,000 to 70,000 ducks.
The refuge maintains a populacompany was dissolved and the
Hillman Land Company was form- tion of 540 white-tailed deer and
ed. In the middle 1920's all lands 500 wild turkeys, and boasts a
of the Hillman Company were de- herd of 250 English fallow deer,
clared a State wildlife refuge. It one of only six such herds in the
was stocked with English fallow United States and the only one
deer and, 10 years later, with that has a legal hunting season.
So the Kentucky Woodlands
English stag deer.
Meanwhile, during the "Roaring Wildlife Refuge has been a bright
Twenties," Al Capone's dynasty -spot in an otherwise dismal picwas carving out a nationwide ture during the past few years.
name in the big, wild city of Chi- But the area's struggle to become
cago. Much of the booze that more than just a sleepy thumb of
flowed in speakeasies there dur- land sandwiched between two
ing prohibition was from Ken- huge bodies of water may hinge
tucky's land between-the-rivers, entirely on the Department of Inwhere moonshining became the terior's decision.
Barkley Lake, which is to cover
big business of the day.
One "white lightning" distribu- 57,500 acres, is being constructed
tor who lived near Golden Pond just across the ridge from the
in Trigg County was called the 158,300-acre Kentucky Lake, completed on the Tennessee River in
biggest bootlegger in the South.
Operating from his big, fine home 1944. A canal near the little town
of Grand Rivers will connect the
near the Cumberland River, he
two.
handled moonshine whiskey from
These lakes, with the woodlands
almost all the stills in that area.
Although he was the scourge of between, make the area ideal for a
national recreation area. Remindrevenuers, the bootleg king gained
ers of the area's colorful past—
a reputation as a sort of "Robin
the old LaClede Hotel in EddyHood" to the people around Goldville, where Jenny Lind sang in
en Pond. Legend goes that he
1850, the grave and marker of
helped many of his less fortunate
Watson, the remains of old Center
friends when they were in trouble
Furnace, the Chinese cemetery
financially.
and the old "Silver Trail"—proSome claim that he had a secvide an engrossing historical backret airstrip tucked away between
ground.
two ridges in the wild country.
These are the ingredients that
The story goes that whenever
Western Kentuckians and Western
Capone's boys needed to replenish
Tennesseans hope will bring new
their stock of Kentucky-brewed
life to the land between-the-lakes.
moonshine, they just flew down
those supplies for his own army.
Had Grant moved as slowly as
most Union Generals were in the
habit of moving, Kentucky would
have been occupied and held by
the South. As it was, his prompt
seizure of the State helped to
swing most of the still-neutral
people of Kentucky onto the
Union side.
The Kentucky papers Published
a proclamation issued by Grant:
"I have nothing to do with opinions. I shall deal only with armed
rebellion, its aiders and abettors.
When it is manifest that you are
able to defend yourself and your
government and the authority of
your government, and protect the
rights of loyal citizens, I will withdraw the forces under my command."

to the hidden landing strip and
took on a new supply.
There was another try to revive
the onetime industrial center in
1933 when an Oklahoma oil company leased gas and oil rights and
spent a million and a half dollars
in two years. That venture ended
in failure.
Political controversies in 1935
forced the closing of the State
wildlife refuge. Deer and turkeys
were slaughtered; soon less than a
hundred deer and a hundred turkeys were left. Venison prices
went as low as 10 cents a pound.
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Browder Milling Co.
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Fulton girl in attendance there.
Hal Warren, Charles Willingham
and Mike Calliham will leave soon
for Memphis State University. All
three are 1961 graduates of Fulton High.
Phillip Jeffress will begin his
junior year at Union University in
Jackson, Tennessee. He leaves this
week for a BSU Retreat.
There are many more students,
we are sure, who are not named in
the above list, but %Cho will be
leaving home and friends this
week and next. Some are freshmen, many are upper-classmen,
but all will be striving diligently
to better themselves and their
community by acquiring that allimportant piece of parchment—
the college diploma.

and know that they were much
safer with her than if we watched
them ourselves. Indeed, much,
much safer.

and they have more suggesPage 3
The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 7, 1961
tions on what to bring home than
six constellations can bring home
in a month. Knowing hobby and esting household hints were given Pillsbury Company in the amount
of $86.00. She won the money by
Jane as we do, we know that in answer to the roll'call.
Project leaders giving reports entering the
Ballard Pillsbury
The ladies' golf tournament at they'll try. to bring home a little
the Country Club Labor Day was something for everybody and try were: Home Management- -Mrs. Favorite Grocer Contest \k Cli
a real "fun" event with Montez to stay within the luggage limit. Ada Rhodes; Health—Mrs. Effie "Why I Like To Shop at SawBrundige; Poultry, Mrs. Lola Mor- 3,er's Supermarket".
Baird and Ruby McDade serving
We had such a nice visit the rison; Craft—Mrs. Nona Burke.
as team captains for the Reds, and
This is just one molr. th it 11,1 of
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
the Blues, respectively. The ex- other evening with the Bob Mor- Mrs. Burke demonstrated the prites the Ftilion lady h
family
making
gan
a
of
who
jewelry
nave
and
box
recently
a
pleasure
pert
scrapboo
golfers
and
and
your
k)
for your
the less experiover the years Thy Litest p: I/I
enced golfers ,were divided equally moved back to Fulton from Moun- wall plaque. She also gave a cook- previous to this one, wio
among the two teams and some tainview, California. Bob is the ing demonstration using -Martha sired dollars in the, Sc,
After days of rushing around madly, looking for
real cheers were exchanged before new manager of Ferry-Morse Seed White" recipes.
Masterson.' contest
"Nic-Nak" sticks and "Wrap mer.
pencils, notebooks and other needed articles, mothers of
the gals starting teeing off for the Company, you know, and they
have
moved back into their home Around Pups" were baked arid
battle of the season."Coach" Monsmall children can finally rest—school has started at
tez and "Coach" RubY.Put the real on the Dukedom Road. Dolly served with cold drinks.
keeps
mighty busy with a score of
last! But for those poor unfortunates who have sons or
Ms. Elnora Vaughn had charge
fighting spirit in their team members before the battle, but the interesting endeavors out there of the recreation. Watermelon was
daughters starting or returning to college this fall, the
has
and
joined
the
local "bus served to twelve members and one
Blues were hotter than the Reds
ordeal has just begun, because this week begins the exand the team captained by "vet- driver's league" carting Bob to visitor, Mrs. Ellen Brown. The
odus of Fulton and South Fulton students back to their Mr. and Mrs. Rex Grabill were eran" McDade came out victorious. work and Mike and Ken to and September meeting will be with
• Direct shipment of Domesschool each day. _The en- Mrs. Geraldine Reams and Mrs.
scattered colleges and the preparation for this journey the guests of honor at a dinner Joy Stokes did herself proud as a from
tic field fencing
last Tuesday night at the Park member of the Red team, as did tire Morgan family loves music Roberta Westbrook.
is almost beyond description.
Cash off car; 3 rolLs or
Terrace, given by the Ferry-Morse all the others, but not enough to and Ken is something of an accomplished
more
accordionist. Dolly
Kent Jackson, son of Mr. and
Some of the students have al- High. Others expected to leave for supervisory group at the local stop the inspired Blues. It was
does right well with singing, too; Mrs. Ray Jackson of the High' Pennies above cost!
ready embarked on this new phase the University later on this month plant. The Grabills moved to fun and each member of the Blue
in private that is. But then the land, celebrated his fourth birthof their young lives. Rosemary are Tommy Carney, Carl Hurst, Mountain View, California, where team received a brand new golf
whole family seems to be one that day last Wednesday, and invited
SOUTHERN STATES
Clark, 1961 graduate of South Susan Bushart, Mary Ann Ben- he has assumed his duties as the ball as a winning trophy.
just "enjoys" ... period. Welcome all his neighbors and friends over
Fulton ( Operati e
new president of Ferry-Morse.
Fulton High, left Monday for nett and possibly others.
home, you nice Morgans.
Phone 399
for Kool-Aid, cake and ice cream.
business school in Jackson, TenThe University of Tennessee, They had made their home in
After the tournament, and later
Those attending were Mr. and
nessee. Sandra Williams, Fulton Martin Branch, is attracting sev- Fulton for the past year.
in the evening, a delicious barbeThe popular John Sullivans are Mrs. Jimmy Lawrence, Scott and
High graduate of 1961, left three eral Twin-Cities students. Mike
Charles Pawlukiewicz acted as cue dinner was served to the
getting settled in Mountainview. Steve; Mrs. Julian Shell, Vicki and
weeks ago to prepare for her fu- Walker, '61 grad of FHS, will ma- master of ceremonies at the din- guests and until Bubba Hale, enCalifornia, the report goes, and Billy; Mrs. James Clark, Johnny
ture in nursing She enrolled in jor there in engineering. Janice ner and gave a short congratula- tertainment chairman
for the doing so in the home formerly and Kimberly;
SAVE ON NEW
Mrs. J. C. Wilber
the St. Joseph Hospital School of Sue Fields will leave for trrms tory talk on Mr. Grabill's achieve- Country Club comes up with
an- occupied by the Morgans out there. and Darlene; Mrs.
Ruth Cloys and
Nursing in Memphis, Tennessee. September 17, as will several ments. Mr. Grabill also spoke other interesting affair,
SCHOOL SHOES
golf will The Ferry-Morse Seed Company Rusty Stewart.
Among those leaving this week other 1961 South Fulton High briefly.
be the prevailing entertainment family seems to just
"grow"
Slip-ons
and ties in black;
graduates.
Lariane
Fields,
will
who
Those attending
are Ophelia Speight and Lynn
were: the at the club for awhile.
friendship'and cooperation, doesn't
Mrs. Buren Rogers, Fulton's sizes 1 and up: Widths
Bushart, who are going for Uni- be a senior at UTMB this fall, will guests of honor, Mr. and Mrs. GraB and D
it?
prize-winning golfer and just plain
versity of Kentucky Rush Week. leave for a Baptist Student Union bill; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morgan;
Martha and Bubba Hale will have
prize winner has won another
They will be joining two other Retreat Sunday, and will continue Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Joyce; Mr.
Last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. prize!! Mrs. Rogers received a
their own brand of entertainment
PRICES START AT
Fultonites, Bill Burnette and Jim- on from there to school.
and Mrs. Glenn Veneklasen; Mr.
for the next few months, we hope: Bill Freeman was hostess to a tea cheek last week from the Bal!“.
Murray State College will also and Mrs. Sam Jackson;
my Cheatham, who arrived ta UK
Mr. and Their son, Dub,
at
the
home
of
her
aunt,
Mrs.
whom many of
Sunday afternoon and began fresh- have its usual high percentage of Mrs. Robert Hamiltoa; Mr. and
you know and once heard on Nelson Tripp, honoring Mrs. Neil
man football practice Monday. All area students. Some of the fresh- Mrs. William Pierce; Mr. and Mrs.
WFUL
regularly
has returned Tobin, wife of the new Illinois We have complete stocks
four are 1961 graduates of Fulton men who will leave for school Dick Porter; Mr. and Mrs. George
home in Hickman idler a two- Central trainmaster, and Mrs.
September 17 are Jimmy Green, Allbritten; Mr. and
Mrs. Charles year overseas
absence from home. John Bland, whose husband is also
Larry Sullivan, Charles Rice, Chan Pawlukiewicz.
On returning from Germany Dub employed by the Illinois Central.
Covington, Karen Dublin, Jim
Also: Mr. and Mrs. Harold
for HOME and FARM
About thirty guests called durover in Washington, D. C.
NOTICE: Car Owners! Bushart, Tena Bone, Brenda Mc- Scott; Mr. and Mrs. Riley Tate; stopped
to visit with -his sister and her ing the afternoon. Punch, assorted
Machines
Keel and Jimmy Shuck. Wayne Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Kell; Mr. and husband,
Susan and Glenn Bogle. sandwiches, cookies, mints, nuts,
Anderson, Bill Wade, Roland Car- Mrs. Roscoe Hutchens;
BUY YOUR SEAT
Mr. and before flying
BENNETT ELECTRIC
into Paducah on and cheese balls were served from
ter, Jean Burnette, Judy Burton, Mrs. Cecil Thetford;
COVERS at
Mr. and Mrs. Tuesday • afternoon.
Fulton
Main Street
Susan has a the tea table, overlaid with a cut- PHONE 2(11
Judy Wolberton, George Ray Gun- Harvey Johnson;
FULTON
Mr. and Mrs. very interesting
job in Washington work cloth and centered with a
ter, Glenn Ray Bradley, Joan Car- Robert Glissom;
Mr. and Mrs. Rex and Glenn is
connected with the colorful arrangement of dahlias.
ter. Duncan Bushart, Johnny Allen Ruddle; Mr. and
Mrs. Frank military in some
hush-hush under- Gift bouquets of summer flowers
and Tommy Allen are only a few Welch; Mr.
Installed Free
and Mrs. Jack Hall: taking.
Dub will enter Murray were predominant throughout the
of the Fulton alumnae who will Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Nelson and Mr. College
house.
for the Fall semester.
be upperclassmen at Murray this and Mrs. Earl
Roach.
Helping in serving were Miss
fall.
Last week at Kenl.ke Hotel the Gertrude Murphey, Mrs. Leland
Prop.
Judy Moore will leave for LinThe annual Rotary Club barmanagement of Sithern Bell Adams, Mrs. William Earl Long
denwood College in Missouri, an becue
and picnic was held last
Telephone Company ,mtertained a and Mrs. Jewell Ti iii.
Saturday. She will be the only Tuesday
(15 Years' experience)
night at the Country group
of West Kentucky newspapClub, with eighty-nine Rotarians,
The Chestnut'Glade Homemaker editors and theii wives at a
their families and visitors present.
sumptuous steak dinner with all ers Club met with Mrs. Edna
A delicious supper of barbecue
trimmings. Besides enjoying that Strong and Mrs. Velda Simpson
with all the trimmings was serwonderful meal the editors were for their August meeting.
ved. Richard Myatt, Jere Warren
Mrs. Eda Rhodes gave the detreated to a most informative serand Riley Allen had charge of
ies of talks on the future of com- votional with Mrs. Elnora Vaughan
arrangements.
munications and ti,. part that giving the alternate. Some interAlexander Graham's
invention
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Clements
will play in the event of war. Of
were hosts to a surprise birthday
course no Southern Bell event is
Feed Your Hogs
pot-luck dinner for Mrs. P. C.
complete without Mr. and Mrs.
Jones last Tuesday afternoon. Miss
Forrest Riddle. who formerly livWillie Crowe shared the honors
ed here and it's al‘vays so refreshwith Mrs. Jones and both ladies
ing to talk with the Riddles about
received many nice cards and
CURB SERVICE: THE BEST IN TOWN
their new home and the love they
gifts.
A Completely Balanced
have for Fulton. Forrest is a daily
The home of good service and fine food
Ration For Fast, Efficilistener to WFUL and he can tell
"Labor Day is the last holiday of
you nearly everything that hap- ent Gain
the summer. Everybody tries to
pens in Fulton, even if we had a
get in that last fling of relaxation
tendency to forget. The News ediand recreation before the Fall gets
tors made the trip to Kenlake with
started in full force. Out at the
Fulton, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Hays and that
Fulton Country Club Monday chiltoo, was a most enjoyable affair.
dren and grown-ups tried to get
Through Carolyn Hayes we were
that last full measure of swimbrought up-to-date on all the acming before popular Margaret
tivities in the Country Club Courts
Hall put away her life-saving togs
and Meadowview area and what
for the summer. The pool will be
a lively vicinity that is in which
open for awhile longer, we unto live. The folks out there seem
derstand, but surely folks won't
to be one big family and get tothink it's the same fun swimming
gether ever so often with pot luck
without Margaret around to make
suppers with all the kids "hoopthat play-time happier. Margaret
Reg.98c
ing" it up. That's small town
has been life-guard at the pool
America at its best And so is all
for several years now and we
of the Fulton area, for that matimagine she's had fun, watching
ter.
all those little people develop
from waders in the pool to right
Jane and Bobby Sc.ites are plancompetent swimmers and life-savning the time of their lives this
ers ,too. Margaret has had to give
very minute. The popular couple
up a great deal of her beloved
11111
le
will wing their way to the Virgin
golf playing to be life-guard at
'
r 011
t.
Islands for an enchanting vacation
the pool, but if she's minded giving up her own recreation so that
Lamp Highly Polished
others might enjoy themselves
•
"wwwww
she hasn't shown it one bit. We, DUTCH MILL MOTEL
UL Approved
Reg. $3.49
24.110111 12 F:STA I ‘NT
with hundreds of others, would
Mayfield, K.
like to take the opportunity to
GOOD FOOID SERVED
thank Margaret for all the wonAROUND THE CLOCK
derful things she's done for our
Where The Traveler
young folks out there, for it has
, Stops Every Time'
been a source of much comfort to
Geo. Brand
Owner drop the children off at the pool
White, and Asst.
Now there's no need to travel many hundreds of miles to enjoy the
Plain Colors
Broadcloth
thrill of a truly complete resort hotel The new, entirely remodeled,
Asst. Sport
redecorated and enlarged Campbell House offers the most discriminatCollars
Yolk B•cks, w,t11
ing guest the ultimate in luxorious accommodations, service, cuisine,
Pocket
convenience and entertainment. Plan now to enjoy a week end or 3
Silos 32 to 42
complete vacation at the finest resort hotel in the South . . . the
all-new Campbell Hous e. Write, phone or wire now for
reservations.
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S. P. MOORE CO.
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Thursday-Friday-Saturday

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration
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CO.

Browder Milling Co.

PAPERBMATE
514 BALL POINT PEN

BAR-B-Q BY THE Pound..$1.50
WHOLE SHOULDER •.. $5.50
BURGERS - - - 20c
THICK SHAKES 20c

RAY'S Sandwich Shop

Just Completed...

66

MILLION DOLLAR REMODELING
and EXPANSION PROGRAM

Brass Gooseneck Lamp

22

THESOUTH'S FINEST
RESORT HOTEL!

Round Style on
Ped•stal
Raised Numerals
Guaranteed By
Ingraham

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c STORE

Be SPEASific...Always Ask for

FREE RADIO — TV — PARKING
COMPLETELY AIR CONDITIONED
YEAR 'ROUND SWIMMING — SUN DECK
SHUFFLEBOARD — COCKTAIL LOUNGE
DINING ROOM — DANCING
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
TOURS OF THE FAMOUS BLUE GRASS AVAILABLE
GOLF
IF hole malt located adlacent Iv Natal M.n,ato, self.

SPEAS

*imp /anoe and 11001e5 15 hole par 3 mesa am" the
mad

APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED

WINNER Of 7 CONSECUTIVE HOLIDAY MAGAZINE AWARDS
FOR DINING DISTINCTION

VINEGARS
FULLY AGED—MELLOW

CAMPBELL 4-1011SP-LEXINGTON,KY.

PHONE 4-8490

NOTEBOOK—

Mrs. Charles Lowe •

(Continued rrom ease 1)
music. But Mary Joe got excited,
as she always does about so many
things that I do and she kept right
on asking questions while I pounded the keyboard. Here's the way
the conversation went.

The road work is progressing
nicely. Gravel is being spread beginning at the Union City Highway.
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans is a patient in the Weakley County Hospital in Martin. We wish a speedy
recovery for her.
Mrs. Gerald Grecr Is home from
Hillview Hospital and improving
after a major operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Bodie Polsgrove
and daughter of Hopewell, Ohio
and Mrs. Tom Polsgrove of Union
City were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Almus Polsgrove.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Smithson of
E. St. Louis are spending the Labor Day Holidays with Mrs.
Smithson's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Bud Stem.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. (Doc) Bennett and Mrs. Maggie Cope spent
a few days of last week in Granite City, Illinois, the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. A. F. Cape.
Mickel Hogg has returned to his
home in Little Rock, Ark., after
a visit to his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Hogg.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Cape and
daughter of Granite City, Illinois
are spending the Labor Day Holidays with Mrs. Maggie Cape and
the Bennett families. They are enroute to Florida for a vacation.

"A book? What's it going to be
about?"
"Oh, all the funny experiences
I have had in my life-time," I said
as I wondered whether to spell
screw-ball with two es or three.
"Have you got a name for the
book," she said wide-eyed and
loking like she had just become
the daughter of John Gunther.
"Yes," I said as I crossed out a
few words and substituted them
for some I could spell.
"What's the name going to be,"
she asked and added if it was going to be a hard back or one like
you buy in a restaurant. Surely
she had a comic book in mind
since she was looking at an alltime comic who looked at a typewriter and thought she was an
author.
I told her the name of the book
was going to be "Screws Loose
Free," and that
Fancy
And
brought on a barrage of other
questions about such a ridiculous
name when I know she was thinking that maybe it was going to be
something like "Mommie's Flipped
With the Wind," or another 1100word novel called "From Here It
looks Like Eternity," for her pore
ole momma.
Trying to answer her questions
as I tried to write again about how
a "dead" chicken jumped out of a
hot pot of boiling water into her
crib and nearly pecked us to death
while I tried to open the door; I
told her that the name came to
Mary NeIle and me while we were
driving on the Pennsylvania turnpike and we had just scared the
daylights out of speeding motorists as we turned around smack
dab oh the no-turn-back-turnpike.
(We had to do that. We had to
make a turn toward Ohio, missed
the exit and would have ended up
in Pittsburg before we could turn
again.)
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Mrs. Cape will accompany them
to Florida.
Mrs. Virginia Hay attended the
funeral of Miss Willie Hester in
Mayfield last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin McCullough
and children of Memphis spent
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Mansil Roach. Mr. and Mrs.
Emil Johnson and children of Chicago were recent visitors of the
Roach family.
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KELLENA'S HAT SHOP
Beautiful New Fall Hats
• moderately priced •

Custom Made Hats A Speciality
SINGER SEWING CENTER
See the beautiful line of new Fall fabrics
MAIN ST.
FULTON
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SALE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL!

The News is pleased to extend
birthday wishes to the following
Civil defense regulations at first on their birthday.
placed the hospitals in population
Sept. 7: Ann Read Holland,
concentrations of 70,000 or more,
but recent liberalization of the Betty Lou Davis, Betty Boyd Bennett,
Mrs. Laura Hagler, Dolores
regulations made them available
Watkins, Billy Sensing; Sept. 8:
in less-populated areas.
Mary Barham, Mary Ann Hill,
Although the hospital would be Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Mrs. E. Mcof vital importance in case of Kinnan, Susan Lynn Allison, Mrs.
bombing attack in this section of Henry Walker, Mrs. Edgar Gristhe nation, it is also provided for som; Sept. 9: Mary Davis Dicken,
emergency use in case of flood, Mrs. Charles Reams, William
tornado, or any such disaster.
"Dubb" Johnson, Lena McReen,
Louise Houston, Mrs. Will Gossum,
Storage space for the hospital
Sept. 10: Nola Netherland, Serena
has been estimated at 2,000 cubic
Elliott, Joe Barnes, Dickie Strong;
feet. Included is at least nine
Sept. 11: Lucy Andrews, Bess
cubic feet of refrigerated space
Goulder, Dorotha Shields, Mrs.
for perishable
medicines and
Charles King; Sept. 12: Willa Kay
drugs.
Bennett, Mrs. Louis Weaks, Helen
The hospital is furn!shed free to Croft Reed; Sept. 13: Judith Carol
the county civil defense unit. Lo- Merryman.
cal authorities are responsible
only for its storage and safe-keeping.

A 200-bed emergency hospital
has arrived in Clinton and has
been stored in the city hall for use
should disaster strike this community or any surrounding town,
Tony Harpole. director of civil defense in Hickman County, announced.
Either she was impressed with
Valued at $20.000, the equipmy ambition or concerned about
separate
my mentality but she kept plying ment is enclosed in 300
all
questions at me about "the book" packages and includes beds,
complete
and its contents and wanted me to necessary bed clothing, a
stop and tell her more about my generator lighting system, five
funny experiences. I told her operating tables, and all equipbriefly about the time she and R ment necessary for operation of
Paul were infants and I tried to the hospital.
Also included, according to Harride down a railroad track in a
convertible and a train was com- pole, is an adequate supply of
ing and I went right through the medicines and drugs. All perishside of a barn to save them and ables are dated and can be replacthe car. (The barn wasn't saved.) ed from time to time as required.
"The arrival of the emergency
following
I told her about the time Mary hospital here, although
Nelle and I got all dressed up and closely on the announcement of
went to Paducah to hear Gladys the call for duty of the local Army
Swarthout in person only to learn Reserve unit, is in no way conthe singer had appeared the night nected with the stepped-up prebefore. When we found a dark paredness of military forces," HarHigher fire insurance rates on
auditorium we JUST KNEW she pole explained.
dwellings and contents valued at
He said that he had been negowas appearing somewhere else and
$5,000 and less have been put into
had nearly every service station tiating for a long period of time
effect by the Kentucky Insurance
operator in Paducah looking for to bring the emergency hospital
Department, Commissioner W. T.
yesterday's paper to prove we here.
Hockensmith announces.
were
wrong. (We
were ...
Swarthout had done sung out the
The first step in the campaign
The rate changes apply only to
night before.)
against slum, blight and substan- new and renewal policies and not
dard housing conditions in Fulton to policies currently in force, the
Then there was the time in Lexhas been completed with the re- commissioner explained.
Democratic
Woington at a big
The following persons were lease of the Neighborhood Analymen's rally when I sat next to the patients in the Fulton Hospitals on sis, prepared by Charles L LeidThe larger premiums on fire
most venerable and distinguished Wednesday morning.
er, of Hopkinsville. He is the Ful- insurance for low-priced houses
Democrat in central Kentucky and
ton City Planner for the State Di- will increase the availability of
JONES HOSPITAL
couldn't laugh, breath or eat, bethis type of policy, said Hockenvision of Planning and Zoning.
cause I was all sewed up in my
This analysis is a study of hous- smith. He explained that companMrs. Herbie Cathey, Mrs. Eula
dinner dress because the zipper
ies
had almost stopped offering
Gordon, Mrs. J. H. Allen, Joe ing in the city on a small unit or
had come apart just as I was
Gambill, Mrs. Ida Craig, Mrs. J. A. neighborhood basis and is a basic this type of policy since premiums
leaving for the dinner and there
this protection were not payon
Brashfield, Mrs. Hugh LeCornu step toward fighting the slums,
was no time to get it fixed or
and Grover Dallas all of Fulton; blight and substandard housing ing a fair share of the losses.
borrow another dress.
For the past year, the DepartMarvin Gilbert, Water Valley; W. which exists in parts of the city.
N. Clark, Wingo.
Clarence Moline is the chairmen ment has been conducting a study,
Mary Jo agreed that all the
of the Planning Commission, which of the problem, Hockensmith
stories were funny and people
FULTON HOSPITAL
is working with the State Division ported, by holding public meetings
would laugh at them if they came
Mrs. Ellis Beggs, Edmond Khou- of Planning and Zoning to create across the state and sending quesout in a book, but said she, "the
a cleaner and better Fulton. Other tionnaires to all fire insurance
name sounds like you haven't got rie, Mrs. Wallace Sauenhoff, Mrs.
Fred Cook, Mrs. Eunice Kelly, members of the commission are agents. From these, the Departgood sense."
Mrs. Mildred Lamb, Mrs. W. T. Les Gidirigs, Mrs. Rodney Miller, ment decided that rate adjustFrank Welch, Guy Fry and Mayor ments were necessary "to distriFrom the mouths of babes come Samons, Robert Goodwin, Mrs.
bute fire insurance costs more
Nelson Tripp.
words of wisdom. For reading, Carol Looney, all of Fulton; Mrs.
The Neighborhoods analyzed equitably according to the size of
light and gay, this unpublished Jess Wry, Mrs. Jack Underwood,
and the overall evaluation for each the policy."
author suggests any good comic Leslie Cheatham, Mrs. Dona Byrd
H. Pell Brown, fire and allied
and Mrs. Rosie Smith all of Fulton is as follows: Riceville, fair;
book.
Route I; Mrs. Carl Bell, South Northeast Fulton, poor; Country lines director in the department,
Fulton; Will McDade and Loney Club Courts, good; East Fulton, coordinated the study. The comMOTHER OF—
Anderson both of Fulton Route 3; fair; West Fulton, fair and High- mittee conducting the meetings
Continued from I- age One
was composed of agenrs arcs eyJames Dedmon, Fulton Route 2; lands, good.
Clarksdale, via Highway 94, when
In Northeast Fulton, where ur- ecutives of stock and mutual comLouis Burke, Fulton Route 5; Mrs.
the accident occured. She had
ban
renewal is indicated, almost panies and a representative of the
Daisey Champion, Fulton Route 4;
been employed by a Clarksdale
Mrs. Charles Bailey, Dukedom 85 percent of the housing is rated Kentucky Inspection Bureau.
drive-in restaurant and was to
fair
and
poor.
Citing examples of the effect of
Route 1; A. K. Norville, Hickman;
have reported for work at 4:30
Summarizing
the report, it the rate changes, Hockensmith
Joan Kimbell and Norman Rickp. m. on Wednesday. She left
states,
"Whatever
the method, the said the cost of a $2,500 policy on
man, Wingo Route 1; Mrs. Lela
Clarksdale on Monday.
Smiley, Columbus Route 1; J. D. alternative for Fulton is clear ... a one-family frame dwelling with
The Simmons children, ages six,
either
undertake
prompt and vig- approved roof would increase 72.2
Gore and Mrs. Annie Pharis, both
four and 15 months are in Clarksof Clinton; L. R. Jones, Clinton orous preventative action now or per cent in Louisville, 70 per cent
dale. The two older children are
look
forward
to
an
ever expand- in Frankfort, and 61.7 per cent in
Route 3; Ralph Wade, St. Louis;
being kept by her former husShirley Ann Simmons, Clarksdale, ing area of blight in the future." rural areas with no fire prtection.
band's mother and the youngest
The cost of an $8.000 policy on
Miss.
child was left in the custody of a
a one-family frame dwelling with
PIGSKIN STUDENTS!
neighbor while Mrs. Simmons
WILLVIEW HOSPITAL
approved roof would decrease 27.1
made the vacation trip to ColumJimmy Cheatham and Bill Bur- per cent at Louisville, 19.4 per
Lester Brown, Helen Wiggins,
bus. She told this reporter that
nette, both members of the 1960 cent at Frankfort, and 8.5 per cent
Mr. Smith was employed by a Mrs. Jim Ed Cress and baby, Mrs.
Bulldogs and Fulton High gradu- in rural areas, he said.
Ray
Hughes,
Mrs.
Ella
Courtney,
Columbus
and
that
dredge
in
river
ates of 1961, left early Sunday
he was going into the armed ser- Treman Hill, Mrs. Ansel Hall and
vices. She said that she was crying baby, Mrs. Jerry Hawks, Mrs. Les morning for the University of
QUEEN CONTEST,
Giddings and baby all of Fulton; Kentucky and the first week of
when the accident occurred.
Buy a magazine this week from
Mrs. Simmons was divorced Mrs. Charles Bennett and baby, freshman football practice. Both
football
scholarships a Fulton High student and help
from FA Simmons in May, the South Fulton; Mrs. Carl Young, received
Fulton Route 5; Mrs. Noah Bur- from UK.
support your favorite class's canNews was informed.
1961 Homecoming
didate for
She was driving a car belonging gess, Clinton, Mrs. Wayne Sims,
ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY
Milburn.
Queen.
to Jerry Smith of Clarksdale.

StateInsurance
City "Analysis" Rates Increased
Reveals Slums,
Blight In Areas

HOSPITAL NEWS

FIRST SETTLEMENT!

The first white settlement in the
Shelbyville area was at Painted
Stone. There in 1779 Squire
Boone, brother of Daniel, built a
DEVILS PLAY!
fort that for more than a year was
The South Fulton Red Devils the only refuge on the road bewill play their third game of the tween Harrodslitirg and Louisville.
1961 season at Greenfield, Tennessee, Friday night at 7:30.
Fulton is on the move!

Patricia Ann Turk, 1960 Fairest of the Fair, who was actually first alternate and took ovei top
honors due to the marriage of the winner, is shown enjoying one of her prizes, a yacaticn in
Sarasota, Florida. She is also extending a hard-to-resist invitation to the 1961 Mid-South Fair
in Memokis, Sept. 22-30, and to entrants in this year's Fairest of the Fair contest.

Shades Of Preparedness- Clinton Gets
200 Bed Hospital For Civil Defense

GRADUATED!
Miss Gloria Ann Hinton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John V.
Hinton of Fulton is among the
sixty-five graduates of the Baptist Memorial Hospital School of
Nursing in Memphis.
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MEN'S LONG SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS .. $1.99
— Wash 'n wear broadcloths, Ginghams, 100% cottons,
100% rayons.
—Tops in styles, tops for quality, tops for good looks!
A wonderful assortment of plaids, checks, stripes,
solids and fancy designs; pre-shrunk for permanent
fit; two pockets, permanent collar stays. S, M, L, XL
sizes.

$2.99

Men's Long Sleeve Sport Shirts

Regular and continental styles with regular or buttondown collars; wash 'n wear broadcloths, ginghams and
shantungs, also sanforized broadcloths.

$3.99

Men's New Fall Sport Shirts

Choose from regular models as well as Ivy and continental styles in wash 'n wear cottons, luster glaze
rayon and cotton-cuploni rayon blends.

Boy's warm, quilt lined

Vinyl Jackets
$8.95
Compare with jackets up to
$12.95!
Made of Burlington's "Burlmere' luxury expanded vinyl
with the look and feel of real
leather. Quilted lining. Zip
front style with roll collar,
bulky knit cuffs and bottom.
Beige, black and pewter.
Sizes 6 to 18.

Boys Sweaters
$3.98
Bulky knit of Orlon' acrylic yarns.
Pull-over style with shawl or Vneck. Assorted colors, 12-18.

BOY'S YELLOW

MEN'S WASH 'N WEAR

College Pants Men's Sweaters
$6.95
$3.99
7 1-4 ounce narrow wale Bedford cord washes easily, drips
dry and needs little if any ironing. Plain front with tapered
legs. Also continental styles at
Colors include
same price.
natural, brass, black, shade
brown, olive and blue. Sizes
28 to 42

75 percent wool-25 percent Orlon* acrylic
waffle
weave
bulkys and 50 percent lamb's
wool 25 percent Orlon acrylic25 percent mohair shaggy knits.
Assorted colors. S-M-L.

Raincoats
(Including helmet)

$2.98
Fabric backed yellow rubber in
sizes 4 to 18. Guaranteed water-proof. Metal buckles.
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BE SAFE!

Kentucky Teenage Stylists Win Honors
V

Where wide roadways are marked off into lanes, motorists should
stay in one lane and not drive
partly in two, says the State Department of Public Safety. Do not
move from one lane into another
without making sure it can be
done safely.

•
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TRAVEL MONEY!
NAMESAKE!
An estimated 17 million travelCounty was named for
Johnson
ers in Kentucky during 1959 spent
$10 each, or about $5 a day, re- Col. Richard M. Johnson, slayer
ported Dr. Lewis C. Copeland of of-the Indian Chief Tecumseh.
the University of Tennessee in a
TOPS IN CLAY!
study of Kentucky's tourist business during that year.
The Olive Hill district is the
chief fire-clay producing region
Work together!
of Eastern Kentucky.

FIRST HOME GAME!
Make plans to be at Memorial
Stadium Friday night at 7:30 for
the first home football game of the
Fulton High Bulldogs. The blueshirted team will meet the, Sharon,
Tennessee Eagles.

TOP QUALI Y

Whole

CUT-UP
QUARTERED
SPLIT OR

lb.

Twin-Cities Football Gets Off
To Slow Start In 1961 Season
Both Twin-Cities high school
football teams suffered heavy defeats last weekend, with Fulton
High falling to Mayfield, 35-0, and
South Fulton losing to Ridgely,
26-6.
The Fulton Bulldogs, inexperienced since many of the boys were
playing their first game, simply
could not handle the Mayfield
Cardinals. Coach Chester Caddas
was pleased by the performances
of several of his boys, however,

South Fulton School
Plans Formation Of
Band For This Year
All South Fulton students interested in becoming a member of
the newly planned South Fulton band should be present at
a meeting at the school at 3:00
p. m. today (Thursday).
Mr. Gray of Union City is the
temporary instructor and will
continue to serve until a permanent band leader can be found.
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and predicted better games to
come this season.
The Bulldogs will meet Sharon,
Tennessee, at Memorial Stadium
Friday night.
The South Fulton Red Devils
dropped their second home game
in a row, as the Ridgely team kept
rolling down the field for four
touchdowns. A pass from Ronnie
Winston to Gene Hardy scored
the lone South Fulton TD which
came in the second quarter.

Two-Month Fishing
Derby Slated For
Kentucky Lake Area
Vacationing sportsmen throughout Mid-America and the Southland will be packing their fishing
gear and heading for Kentucky
third
annual
the
soon
for
Kentucky Lake Fishing Derby,
held September 1 through November 1.
The Derby offers vacationers a
chance to combine fishing excitement with one of Mid-America's
most popular family vacationlands.
Two of Kentucky's most popular
vaaction state parks are located
on the shores of the lake—Kentucky Lake and Kentucky Dam
Village. Both parks offer a variety
of overnight accommodations, dining and recreational facilities.
Recreational
facilities
include
horseback riding, 18-hole golf
course, miniature golf, swimming,
tennis, shuffleboard, boating and
skiing and scenic hiking trails. In
addition to the state parks numerous private resorts surround the
lake shores offering excellent vacation facilities.
The gala Derby, one of the most
popular inland fishing events in
America, is a western Kentucky
area promotion sponsored by resorts, boat docks operators, Kentucky Department of Parks and
civic organizations in the Kentucky Lake area.
Featuring both an open and a
tourist class, the Derby offers $5,400 in cash awards for the anglers
landing the largest black bass,
crappie, catfish, walleye or sauger,
blue gill, white bass and carp. Top
prize in the tourist class will be
$1,000 for the largest black bass;
top award in the open class $300
for the largest bass. In addition to
the .major contest awards, five
weekly prizes of $25 each will be
awarded for the largest black
bass, white bass, catfish, sauger
and crappie.
All registered guests at participating tourist accommodations are
eligible for the tourist class. Any
customer of a participating merchant is eligible for the open class
after obtaining an eligibility card.
The eligible fishing waters of
the Derby are Kentucky Lake between Scott Fitzhugh Bridge and
Kentucky Dam, The Tennessee
River between Kentucky Dam and
the Tennessee mouth at the Ohio
River.
Complete rules and regulations,
as well as a list of accommodations and facilities, may be obtained by writing the Kentucky
Lake Fishing Derby Association,
•P. 0. Box 810, Paducah, Kentucky.

-

Ky.
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FOOTBALL PILLOWS!
The South Fulton junior class
is this week selling red "football"
pillows with white -SF" letters
on them. They may be had for
$2.00 by calling 1e65 or 1656-J.

tgitig Chickens
KENTUCKY BOYS designing and building these miniature
"dream cars" in the 1961 Fisher Body Craftsman's Guild model car
competition won first place awards of $150 each for the best entri?s
in their state. The upper car was built by Richard Beck of lAmisvii.e.
The lower car was designed be Ronald ALster of 1.0ol..‘ ille.

xe
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Sliced Bacon
Canned Ham

Mad 811•IFIst• slOgAt
WHIt Issktgoky

DC11

Fulton, KY.
442-44 Lake Street

9g

Bananas

2

Lb.

29c

Lbs

29c
35c

WATERMELLONS
Ea.
LETTUCE 2 Larcre Head

69c
15(

Lb.
ILO Bog

N°. 1
Ul
Indiana
na

f HOT OR
MILD •

Grape Jam
ric
49c Cinnamon Rolls itaarr7e, ( Save
6c
) 29c
29C
•
Dixie
2
3
c 0
Biscuits Pride
Cfan18
023C
BACK
TO
SCHOOL FEATURES
15 oz. CAN __ 10c

A&P's Own 100% Pure Veg.
SHORTENING. (10c Off Deal)

Lb

3

Can

GIANT SIZE FILLER

....

SCHOOL
3
TABLETS

59c

1-Lb

2Ic

Bo•

14-0z. ria
Yukon
312-0z,
Ketchup Stokelys.... 3 Bottles
Beverages Club
J7C
2c
5
ei 29-0z. A7
p
.
/0
m,,,_
Whitez14;i-Oz.CCansana.
L Cans qi
Eva
1 1 K Housea
Peaches lona
In Ctn.
a C
• Lb.
Sunny- I
25 Lb. Bag 1.39
4 ctn. 59c Flour
Lard Sunnyfield
(U5
.)
Dog Food Da
Apple Sauce A&P ...4 16-0z.
Cans 49c
Diet
"
ns8(1
1-2-3...12 1C6a43z.
7C

it7

((10c Off)
6-0z

Instant Coffee

89`
4

Lb.
Bag

Ann-

2

Potatoes
A&P Peas

AmerIcan.Beauty
Cream Style

Maxwell House

39c
79c
49c
89c
43c

PORK SAUSAGE

FROZEN FOODS
F
ArtPs French
16-0z.
Pkgs.
lO-Oz.
,1

Golden Corn
dexo
Aristocrat Cracker

PKGS. OF

150 SHEETS $100
GOLDEN TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE
BOOK NO. 1 ONLY 49c
16- Magnific
ent

Cherry Pie

Jane Parker
(Save 16c)

Bread

39(

Ea.

JANE PARKER (Save 6c)

JANE PARKER

jar

OTHER BOOKS
99c EA
BOOKS 182 NOW ON SALE

Volumes

2 ,1,,Lrbs 35° Spanish Bar

Potato

33c

L

2 45c
Spry Shortening 3 92C Cheese Slices
Surf Detergent likrze
B
Lb 75° Ice Milk
49c
Crisco Shortening 3:n 89c
2 29c
Lux Soap Ba:
41c 75
Food
Stores
Or
3
5
Flour
Mel-O-Bit
American
Swiss Or
Pimento

SUNNYFIELD SWEET CREAM

6-0z.
Pkgs.

MARVEL

All

utter (Salted)

Flavors.

1:
C 1C:;

FULTON. KY.

LAKE STREET

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., SEPT. 9

Bars

WiSk

Liquid
Detergent

1C
6
:
- Deis

_ 53c
69c

BALL REGULAR

Dos.

i 29 PtsDos.
I

Lb
Boa

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE

Macs
Barbecue

Colgate
Tooth Paste31C

13
/4-OZ. TUBE
314-0Z. TUBE
5-0Z. TUBE

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

32
Z:

(Self)
Rising
Plain
Bailards
65c

WITH VAC SEAL CAPS

‘ i!%1

Ready
To
Serve

Potatoes
White Grapes .,aeldifloersnsia

Qt'.
LIQUORS

$109

Lb.
Pkg.

(- 59.92

I

Fruit Jars
ilt
t
s it 4:.I‘
Pi ES
W I

Good

Lb.
SMOKED PICNICS
Virginia Country Hams Lb.
Lb.
Can S299
Ground Beef Extra Lean Lb.
Fresh
Super Right Beet
LE, 49c Rib Roast (1st
Beef Liver Sliced
5 Ribs, 7-In Cut
Lb. 79c
TEA - Our Own __ Lb
New Pack U. S. Gov't
Frozen 5 Lb
Turkeys Inspected. 8 to 20 Lb.... Lb. 39c Perch Filletsocean
Go. 1.59) Lb 33c
EGGS GRADE A __ Doz.
Right
Whole
Fully Cooked
Semi-Boneless HAMS Super
or Half
Lb. 69c

Tour Favorite Beverages

-ET'S HAVE A PARTY

All

1 45

Qt.

1 69

Pepsodent
Tooth Brush

,

i Cs
h.
il 1 des
1 09

1!

39c

DETERGENT

BEEF

PORK
Qt.

Breeze

I

Ea

Lars;
Pkg.
(15-0z.)

330

Stripe
Tooth Poste

69( (..r̀Tii:b,

Economy
Size Tube

)

K It

'

Blue
Silverdust

Rinso Blue

15-0z. 340
Large
Pkg.

22-0a. 320
Large
Pkg.

Palmolive
Rapid Shave

Pepsodent
Tooth Paste

,%1111
69.

tre•

I, •Ite
Sill drool

i re.i. oil

Giant
1 I 0/

Can

DETERGENT

84,4t
A.

f

Vrt4

%

Hall Point
Pe,

53,

)Giant
3.25
Oz. Tube
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CAYCE NEWS

James Thema Clapp

Hylan S. Ashby

Mr.. uiarice Bondurant
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Haskell and
amily of Los Angeles, California
lave. returned to their home after
visit with Mrs. Edna Alexander
tnd Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade.
Floyd Naylor of Dallas. Texas
las returned to his home after a
hort visit with relatives and
riends.
Mrs. Lou Bondurant and Canielle
vere Monday afternoon guests of
vIrs. Daisie Bondurant and Clare.
We are sorry Hama Hampton
vas admitted to the veterans hosiital in Memphis last week. We
vish him a speedy recovery.
We are glad Mrs. J. C. Menees

Secretary Udall Favors Creation Of
Recreation Area Between The Lakes

SALTY!
Salt was one of the principal
manufacturs in Kentucky from
carne home from Fulton hospital
James Thomas (Billy) Clapp, 33,
about 1778—the year Daniel Boone
last week. We hope she gets well
died at the Kennedy Veterans
and others were captured by the
soon.
Hospital in Memphis at 10 a. m.
Indians while making salt at LowTuesday, August 29, 1961, after
U. S. Secretary of Interior Ste- Congress convenes in January."
Mr. and Mrs. Billie McClanahan
er Blue Licks—until the War BeHylan S. (Pete) Ashby, 42 well a short illness.
wart L. Udall has indicated that he
and twin sons Billy and Bobby,
About half of the land in the tween the States.
He was born in Graves County, personally favors creation of a
resident, died at 6
who have been in Hawaii for sev- known Fulton
rugged,
heavily-wooded
areas is
Friday, Sept. 1, 1961, at the Kentucky, January 4, 1928. He national recreation area between
eral months are visiting her par- p. m.
was a veteran of World War II and Barkley and Kentucky Lakes in already Federally owned. Some
ents Mr. and Mrs. Gentry Harris Fulton hospital following an ex- the Korean conflict and was
65,000
acres
make
up
the
Kena Western Kentucky and Western
tended illness.
and family.
tucky Woodlands Wildlife Refuge.
member of the Northside Baptist Tennessee.
He was born in Slaughter, Ky.,
Two-thirds
of
the
proposed
area
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brinkley on November 4, 1918 but had liv- church of Mayfield.
THE flitYTAG,
After making a "fact-tinding" is in Kentucky and the remander
He was the son of the late Sherand daughters Debra and Pamela ed in Fulton most of his life. He
tour of the proposed 140,000-acre in Tennessee.
AUTOMATIC
of Knoxville are visiting her par- was the son of the late Riley Ash- man Clapp. His mother, Mrs. Louis area, Udall told representatives of
Both Gov. Bert Combs of KenArmstrong lives at Dukedom.
"WASilfR
.
ents Mr. and Mrs. Gentry Harris by.
Kentucky, Tennessee, the Tennes- tucky and Gov.
Buford Ellington
Other survivors include a son,
and family.
Survivors include his wife Jean James Ropert Clapp, 6; a sister, see Valley Authority and the U. S. of Tennessee were on hand to enThe Harrison family held their Disenger Ashby; his mother, Mrs. Mrs. C. W. Sanderson of Dukedom. Army Corps of Engineers that he dorse the proposal. The group earlbloirorg amso
felt there are "grounds for opti- ier met at Tennessee's
Paris Land- low
Services were held Thursday,
family reunion at Columbus State Ethel Hemphill of Fulton; a brodown paymenZerk
mism."
ther, Wallace Ashby of Union
ing State Park.
Park Sunday and the following at- City and two nieces, Mrs. Jimmy August 31, at 2 p. m. at Rozzell's
and
Keay
Tonna
He told the group gathered in
Combs, in an unexpected stateChapel. Rev. Ray Fleming of Pilot
the auditorium at Kentucky Dam
tended: Mr. and Mrs. Hermon Yates. Fulton and Mrs. Jewel
ment, also said he favors creation
Oak officiated, assited by Rev.
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Village
State
Harrison, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Car- Welch of St. Louis.
Park on Kentucky of a State
Harold Craig of South Fulton. Bupark on the eastei-n
ver and family, Mr. and Mrs. RayHe was a veteran of World War rial was in the church cemetery. Lake that he hopes the Kennedy shore of Barkley Lake which will
administration if it favors the promond Harrison and family, Mr. and II and a member of the First
be created by Barkley Dam, now
posal, can introduce a bill "when
Mrs. Edwin Harrison, Mr. and Methodist Church.
under construction.
Mrs. Carl W. Harrison and girls,
"I stand committed to do what
Services were held at 4 p. m.
all of Fulton; Mr. and Mrs. RobI can to see that you get a park
Sunday, Sept. 3, at the Hornbeak
ert Harrison, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
ROCK SPRING NEWS there," he told area people in the
Joe Lewis Atwill, Route 4 HickFuneral Home chapel with Rev.
Harrison, Mr. and Mrs. John HarBy Nettle Lee C,opelen
audience.
L. Leggett officiating. Inter- man, died at his home about 11:20
rison and family, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Udall indicated that differences
ment was in Obion County Mem- Tuesday morning after being in ill
Lee Harrsion and grls, Mr. and
health since December 1960.
Gardens.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Maxwell are concerning development of private
Mrs. Charles Curtin and family, orial
He was born July 25, 1894 and visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. B. San- business and acquisition of properall of Cayce, Kentucky; Mr. and
had been a resident of Fulton ders.
ty will be negotiated and can be
Mrs. W. H. Harrison of Hickman;
County for the past 67 years. He
worked out if "we have room to
Several
from
community
this
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Burns and
was the son of the late Joseph L.
maneuver."
attended
the
George of Union City, Tennessee;
wedding
of
Mr.
and
Atwill and Mary Bell Weaver AtTVA Chairman Herbert Vogel,
Services for Tom Beadles, 53,
Mrs. Loyd Wallis Henderson SatMr. and Mrs. Joe A. Harrison,
will.
who invited Udall to look over the
Hopkinsville, Kentucky; Mr. and well known former Fultonian who
He is survived by his wife, Edna urday afternoon.
area, recommended immediate ac‘
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs.
Mrs. H. 0. Harrison, Jordan; Mr. died at Richmond, Ky. Sept. 1, Mae Davis, Atwill, two sons, Lewis
tion.
Jack Harrison, St. Louis; and 1961, were held at the Hornbeak and John Atwill, one daughter Ella Veatch visited Mr. and Mrs.
The proposal was submitted to
Lece Wednesday.
Mrs. Virgil R. Younger, Sr. of E. Funeral Home aunday afternoon Mrs. Alice Owens, two
brothers,
President Kennedy in June. Since
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green reSt. Louis, Illinois; Mrs. Irene at 2 p. m. with Rev. Alfred Ma- Lee Atwill, Chicago
that
and
time the National Park SerClem
turned home Saturday morning
Burns, Detroit, Michigan; Mr. and loney officiating. Burial was in Atwill of Crutchfield.
Three sisvice has issued a favorable report
from
Worth,
where
Mrs. Danny Isbell, Sumter, S. C.; Fairview cemetery.
Ill,
they have
ters Mrs. Annie Arrington, Hickof the suitability of the area for
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Mrs. Patsy H. Gann and boys of
Mr. Beadles, an employe of man Route 4, Mrs. Belle
Davie,
public recreation.
Yes! A Lennox warm air heating
Green and children.
Memphis. Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs. Swift & Company for many years, Milburn, Ky.,
and Mrs. Francis
, Udall said he expects one of
system puts you well on the way
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Green and
Virgil Younger, Jr. and family of had been employed by a packing Mac Farquhar
of West Orange N.
President Kennedy's first questoward central air conditioning.
children spent Saturday night and
Cahokia, Illinois; Mr. and Mrsr, company at Richmond for the past J.
tions to be, "Is there anything
Attach-on Lennox cooling units
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Charles Younger and family of three years.
Five grand children and several
down there of national interest?"
use the same blower and ducts
Green of Murray.
Trenton, Illinois. Also attending
He was born in Fulton March nieces and nephews.
He then described the unique
as your automatic Lennox heatMrs. Clara Byrd spent awhile
were Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Burch- 26, 1908 the son of the
He was a member of the Rush
late R. B.
area, between two rivers, two
ing system. Start living this
Saturday morning with Mrs. Ella
am and family, Mr. and Mrs. and Berdie Wilson Beadles.
Creek Methodist Church.
dams and what will soon be two
winter with a Lennox. Enjoy air
Veatch.
Clifford Steward and Dee SteFuneral services will be held
huge lakes, as one of "unusual inSurvivors include his wife the
wart.
Rev. and Mrs. Eldon Byrd and
that's always the perfect temterest and national significance."
former Alma Valentine of Fulton; Thursday afternoon (today) at 2:00
children spent a few days last
perature, humidified, cleaned,
Other Kentucky officials who
a daughter, Beverly; a brother, at the Rush Creek Methodist
week with Mr. and Mrs. Verlie
freshened, gently and quietly
attended the meeting included Lt.
Robert Beadles and a sister, Mrs. Church with Rev. Elton Barber
Byrd and Roy.
circulated; evenly distributed.
Feed Your Hogs
Gov. Wilson Wyatt; Commissioner
Mary Elizabeth Penn, both of officiating, asssted by Rev. J. F.
Sorry Mrs. John McClanahan is
McMinn. Buret will be in the
of Conservation J. 0. Matlick;
Lakeland.
in the Fulton Hospital, wish her a
Commissioner of Parks Edward V.
He was a member of the Epis- church cemetery with Whitnel speedy recovery.
Fox; State Parks Board members
copal Church, and Abraham Lodge Funeral Home in charge of arMr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen,
Herndon Evans, John Ed Pearce
No. 8 of Louisville. He was a 32nd rangements.
Martha, Marie and Mrs. Pearl
and Board Chairman Henry Ward;
Cooper attended the Fair at Union
A Completely Balanced degree Mason.
and Commissioner of Public InCity Friday night.
Ration For Fast, Efficiformation Cattic Lou Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott
ent Gain
Mrs. Beth Vincent Butterfield, spent Sunday with Mrs. Lula ConWARM AIR
New York civic leackr and form- ner.
HEATING
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gene
Douglas and
Mrs. Sue Surratt, 36, St. Louis, er concert singer, died after a
Mo., died suddenly early Thursday heart attack in Nashville Friday Wayne, Mr. and Mrs. Merchel
Fulton, KY.
*Gas, oil or coal
Byrd, Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow, 207 Commercial
morning, August 31, at her home. while visiting in the home of
Phone 58
a
* Up-flo or Down-(lo--In
She was a sister of Mrs. Mau- niece. Mrs. Butterfield, the former and Mrs. Ella Veatch visited Mr.
Aire-Flo or Perima-flo
and
Mrs.
Verlie
Byrd
Sunday.
rice Hardin of Fulton and the dau- Fanny May Baldridge of Martin,
JAMES HAZELWOOD
heating
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Billy
Green
and
ghter of R. A. Trevatan who has traveled with the old Red Path
*Units for all locations
UAL KILLEBREW
been a patient in Haws Memorial Lyceum Chataugua and later had James William spent Sunday night
Come in or phone for a
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elmoore
Copesince April, following injuries sus- her own nationally broadcast radio
FREE heating survey'
—Slip Covers; seat covers
tained in an automobile accident. program, "Miracles of Magnolia." len and family.
—Upholstering (all kinds:
The body was returned to the She was a cousin of Mrs. Royce
modern and antique
Doug Murphy Funeral Home at Cocke of Fulton.
—Draperies
She was the director of the USO
Martin.
—Awnings, tarpaulins
Club at Camp Kilmer, N. J., and
Phone 502
Turner L. Bowden of Martin,
Olive St Fulton
Funeral services were held Sunduring World War II traveled who is well known in Fulton, died
day at the Funeral Home, with
with the USO in France and Ger- of a heart attack Thursday afterburial in Gleason, Tenn.
many.
noon, August 31, according to
Survivors include — husband,
Mrs. Butterfield was a member word received by relatives here.
Ike Surratt of St. Louis; three of the board
of directors of the
He was the son of Mr. and Mrs.
daughters, Barbara, Dixie and Manhattan School for
Boys and Carl Bowden of Martin. Besides
Jackie, St. Louis; three sisters, the Protestant Council
of Church- his parents he leaves his wife,
Mrs. Maurice Hardin, Fulton, Mrs. es and secretary of the
City Fed- three brothers and a sister.
Joe Henry, Paducah, Mrs. Luther eration of Women's
WALKER DELUXE
Clubs. Her
Mrs. Stella Ellis, Miss Carinne
Skeleton, Tampa, Fla.; two bro- husband died in 1956.
*Tot four, not five, not
Lovelace and the late C. D. Lovethers. Rev. Henry Trevathan, Seseven, but 8 YEARS
Services were at 2 p. m. Wed- lace were cousins of the deceased.
dalia, Mo., Jim Trevathan Chi- nesday at Broadway
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Congregation
Services were held Saturday afcago, and her father, R. A. Tre- Church in New York
Whiskeyer.8 Years, 86.8
City.
ternoon at 2:30 at the Church of
vathan.
Proof.
Christ in Martin.

DEATHS

.GET
HEATING
AS YOU
WANT IT!

Joe Lewis Atwill

FRI. & SAT. SEPT. 8 & 9
LAUGH-A-RAMA
3

FEATURES - 3

LOU COSTELLO IN

"30 FOOT BRIDE OF
CANDY ROCK"
FRANK SINATRA IN

"A HOLE IN THE
HEAD"
THF: ORIGINAL 3
I STOOGES - LARRY, CURLEY
AND MOE
IN

'Stop, Look and Laugh"
SUN. - MON. - TUE.
SEPT. 10 - 11 - 12
ROCK HUDSON
KIRK DOUGLAS
IN

"The Last Sunset"
WED.& THUR. SEPT 13 & 14

"ALL HANDS ON
DECK"
STARRING
PAT BOONE

Tom Beadles

with a set-up
for cooling
at no extra cost!

111111111111011111.11

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration

LENNOX

Mrs. Beth Butterfield

Mrs. Sue Surratt

'3rowder Milling Co.

S. P. MOORE & CO.

ALL NEW,OLDTASHIONED
KENTUCKY

SMALLMAN Tin Shop.

Turner L. Bowden

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste

We're bringing a lot of the fun right out front .
providing
acres of picnic grounds and over 40 Girl Guides to answer
your questions and help you locate the events and exhibits
you want to see.

WANTED
Four People Interested in Buying an Admiral Color Television
Set at an Unheard of Price.

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO, SEPT. 8-12
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE SHOW, SEPT. 11-16
BIG AUTO THRILL SHOW, SEPT. 10, 13, 14
MILLION DOLLAR OLSON MIDWAY, SEPT. 8-16
Plus these Big

Zirf
- attractions

Minnie Pearl and her Grand We Opry gang
Leon McAuliff and his Western band
Barbara Autry • The Puppet Theatre
Barrack ades Variety Show • and Exhibits • Band Concerts
• Contests • Livestock Judging • Acres of
Picnic Grounds •

EARLYBIRDS GET SPECIAL RATES
Be an EarlybIrd Arrive between 7 A. M and 10 A. M., September 8. 13 and 14, and pay only $1 ADMISSION FOR ENTIRE
:ARLOAD OF PEOPLE.

VEIPIr. 8616
• •,

01111111111a "•

1962 Admiral models are on the way—Out go all the 1961 models
we have—and they are going at rock Bottom Prices.
We have four color sets that usually sell for $605.95, that we will
sell outright or give you an UNUSUALLY LIBERAL ALLOWANCE in trade for your old set regardless of condition. Don't hesitate if you're interested: we have only four to sell.

Pint
Pint
Fifth

$1.70
93.40
$5.40

Hiram Walker A Sons, Inc.
Peoria, Illinois

NOTICE
Due to the new wage and hour law now in effect, we will be obliged to

CLOSE AT 12: NOON SATURDAYS
beginning this coming Saturday, September 9th.
Your cooperating in arranging to complete
your shopping with us Saturdays before noon will
be much appreciated.

Wood & PruittPi
300 WALNUT STREET

PHONE 211

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 399
8. Fulton

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATTVE SERVICE AGENCY

a few days with her parents Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Harwood. Ronnie
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan • and Donna Who have spent the
summer vacation with their grandFriends and relatives of Doron parents will go with her to enter
McClain of St. Louis were shock- school.
ed and grieved at his sudden death
Mr. and Mrs. Durrel Terrell are
last Tuesday due to a heart at- enjoying a new Ford which they
tack. He had visited his Uncle purchased last Saturday.
Cecil Barber and others in this
Harvey Vaughan continues to
community the previous weekend. improve and hopes to
be able to
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Barber went to get to work soon. He
was able to
St. Louis for the funeral service go to Sunday School
and church
on lest Saturday.
last Sunday.
Mr. Willie Hagler is critically
Everyone is invited to come to
sick at his home in Fulton.
Oak Grove each Sunday. Brother
Mrs. Mary "..errei woo has been Woodson began work with his
with her daughter Mrs. Clara Nix congregation last Sunday.
for the past fese, months was movMr. and Mrs. Roy Nix and Mr.
ed by Jacksons Ambulance to the and Mrs.
Billie Copeland and
home of her son Dean for a visit Sons visited
relatiVias in Missislast Saturday.
sippi last weekend.
Mrs. Mozelle Toon is spending
Dr. and Mrs. Hobert Beale and
daughters are visiting relatives
in this community and at Martin.
Accurate
A large congregation attended
the service at Bible Union Church
WORKMANSHIP
of Christ last Sunday for the first
At Low Cost ' sevice of the meeting which is
continuing each evening at 7:30
Watches, Clocks and Time
during this week. The recently
Pieces of All Kinds Accu.compl
eted church building is a
rately Repaired at Low Cost
very nice one. Congratulations are
by—
due this congregation. Brother
ANDREWS
Garvin Brundige is doing the
preaching. Everyone is invited to
Jewelry Company
attend these services.

• CHESTNUT GLADE

le-

,
r.

op.
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Frields •

beetles canoe in droves, swarm,
and armies and have just about
literally devoured
each plant
despite the sptaing that has beer
done day atter dir. What can bt
done this late se -on'' Just alvt
up (Sr try as•

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bynum
of Akron. Ohio visited here last
vieek on a three week vacation
among all their relatives. They
111\1 11 %I I It.'
were enjoying every minute.
Kehtis;
Rev. James Holt filled his tegamuss of .str,allt, in which at.
lar appointment at New Salem
Baptist church the past Sunday glers may try them wiles
at 11 A. SI. and the evening ser- those of fish.
vice at 8 P. M.
Mr. John Griffith and his sister, Mrs. Eva Bynum of New Hope
Booking orders in advance'
community visited Mr. Grant Bynum and Margrett Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert David 7.! •
Clure and children of Peoria. I
* New low prices!
nois are guests in the home of pa: * Cash off car at pennies
ents Mr. and Mrs. Zack McClur,
above cost!
near here. '
Rev. and Mrs. T. T. Harris ano
SOUTHERN STATES
their daughter Ruth left Friday
ruiton Co-Operative
for their home in Tallahassee.
Florida after several weeks here
Phone 399
with children Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Bynum. They made the trip by
motor.
Miss Janice Hawks is leaving
today (Monday)
for Jack-son,
Teanessee where she will enter
West Tennessee Business College.
All types of Insurance
Janice is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Velva Hawks, Sr., a graduSAVE
! GET our
ate of Palmersville, High. class of
'61, a talented musician and will
PACKAGE DIAL
be missed by all friends here. She
is also the granddaughter of Mr.
"Covering everything"
and Mrs. T. A. McClain of Fulton.
Fulton, Hy
Phone 408
Rev. and Mrs. Raymond Cherry
and son Michael' Were Sunday
422 Lake St.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rubel
Thomas near here.
The Weakley County Bridge
crew are hard at work building
some new bridges on the McClain
levee in this locality which have
been so badly needed for sever:!
months. The rural telephone tin'
are impaired right zit the tin' •
'tis hoped the work will be t.
ed very soon.
We had success with the early
vegetable gzarden, then decided to
plant some late, late vegetable,.
such as beans, six weeks beans.
six weeks peas, some squash we
got them up to a good stand, TO HELP PROTECT
showers came and trrently honeTHE "PRIME OF LIFE"
fited their
You've been hoping for a formula like this— with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.
All Makes and Models
•
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•

ROOFING

Kenneth Mercer, ranch manager of the Hull-Dobbs Ranch in Walls, Mississippi,
HDR Royalty F 70th, prize winning Hereford, that the temperature is just right inis showing
the new
cattle barns at the Mid-South Fair in Memphis. The Fair's $67,000 livestock exposition
this year
will feature the Dixie National Register of Merit Hereford show. Sept. 28 and 29.

IMPORTANT!

ASC Election
Plans Announced

Dewey Johnson

The Whitley House near StanRugs Need Cleaning?
ford is said to be the first brick
house in Kentucky. Col. William
Dry-clean them yourself, like new, Whitley, its
(Ed's note: the following information, suppfird THE NEWS
owner, was a skilled
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
in a few minutes. Rent our Indian fighter.
Visitors to his home
agencies will be of special interest to progressive Mre-ers in the
OLAMORENE
Roy Bard, Chairman of the
Include George Rogers Clark and
Ken-Tenn area):
Fulton ASC County Committee,
Gov. Isaac
Shelby.
Theodore
Electric Rug Brush
announced today that definite
Roosevelt in his book, "The WinSEED COVER CROPS
plans have been made for elecLIME NEEDS ARE SERIOUS
ning of the West," describes the
(Low daily rental. $2)
tions of community committees in
Yes! We sell GLAMORENE dry- house as the center of the political.
Farmers may qualify for costFarmers
may
qualify
for
cost- the coming year. He said that an
religious and social life of the share payments
under the Agri- sharing payments under the Agrielection meeting will be held in
Transylvania region.
cultural
Conservation Program cultural Conservation Program by
Roll-away beds
each community on September 26
(ACP) by seeding cover crops this applying agricultural
limestone to elect the community committeefall to land that was devoted to this fall to fields which
RUPTURE
have not men and delegates to the county
BENNETT ELECTRIC 1 The New Sensational Invention corn, soybeans, or other row crops been limed in the last 5 year§, ac- convention. The county convention
Mr.
Roy
Bard Chairman of the lo- cording to an announcem
Sutherland's `'MD" Truss
ent by will be held at the Fulton County
cal ASC Committee announced. Roy Bard, Chairman of
Walnut St.
Phone 201
No Belts — No Straps —
the Fulton! ASCS Office on September 29 at
Soil losses during the fall and County Agricultural
No Odors
Stabilization! which time a county committee.
winter season on land inadequate- and Conservation
Committee. Soil for the coming year will be electCity Drug Co., Fulton
ly covered presents one of the tests are recommended,
Mr. Bard ed.
most serious conservation prob- saia, to determine the
amount of
Mr. Bard, also, said that a letter
lems we have Mr. Bard said. Our lime needed. However,
cost-shar- will be sent to each voter in the
goal should be to sow cover crops ing may be approved
without soil county advising him of the time
on every acre in cultivation in tests if the area has not
been lim- and place of the election meeting
1961 he said.
ed during the period 1956-1960. for his community
and that anyIn Operation 61 Years
On the basis of experience in thel one who does not
receive a letter
ACP cost-share payments are
county, the application of 1 1-2 to can get the informatio
n they need
offered for the following types of
3 tons of lime i needed for most
Each class is in the process now
seeding:
* Large Display •
soils where lime has not been used by contacting members
of the
Crimson clover or hairy vetch in a 5 to 8 year period.
• Well Lighted At Night •
county committee or the ASCS
seeded at a minimum rate of 20
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
College of Agriculture experi: ,County office.
pounds per acre with a small grain ments show
that, by adding proper
crop of not less than one bushel amounts
of lime mean increased FULTON COUNTY WHEAT
per
acre
of
wheat, barley, rye or crop production
FULTON
and maximum FARMERS VOTE IN FAVOR
G'FIELD:
J. B. MANESS & SONS
winter oats.
CALL 124
utilization of available plant foods OF MARKETING QUOTAS
AD 5-2293
Greenrield, Tenn.
Mr. Roy Bard, Chairman of the
A mixture of crimson clover and by either row .m forage crops. The
Fulton ASC County Committee,
hairy vetch using not less than a application of lime increases the
has announced
that sixty-six
total of 20 pounds of winter le- PH of the soil making for much
Wheat Growers went to the polls
gume seed with a small grain greater efficiel.cy to Fulton Counon August 24th. Sixty-one of these
Ill Lake St.
crop of not less than one bushel ty farmers.
Phone 450
voted in favor of Wheat MarketCall Us To Says
408 Lake Phones 70-428
per acre of wheat, barley, rye, or
Approximately 75 percent of ing Quotas, four opposed,
and one 11•11,
Money On Repairs
winter oats.
Kentucky soils needs lime, ac- challenged ballot
(which was discording to a report by U. K. allowed).
QUART $5.00
Small grains seeded alone at the
Agronomist
,
B.
N.
Driskill.
Only
The Wheat Referendum requirminimum rate per acre specified
about 1 acre is limed for each 15 ed two-thirds
for each grain. Wheat, Barley, and
majority before
A satisfied customer Is oar
needing lime. Our soils are becom- Marketing Quotas
Rye minimum seeding rate per
.would be in efhest testimoniaL That Is
ing more acid. Liming reduces tox- fect. Mr.
Bard
urged every farmer
acre is 1 1-2 bushel. Winter oats
why we give you feat, efficiic substances and soil acids to pro- who has
plans
minimum seeding rate per acre is
to sow wheat this
vide a more suitable place for fall to be
ent, technical service and
sure that he understands
2 bushels.
plant roots to grow.
IOW rates on TV repairs. It
the new Wheat Regulations. For
$4.06
Ryegrass seeded alone at a minall adds-up to saving yeu
Cost-shares at the rate of 2.40 further information about the neW
Pint ..
$2.55
imum rate of 20 pounds per acre. per ton
money!
are offered under the fall regulations, contact the Fulton
% Pint
$1.30
County
ASC
ACP
Office.
practices.
Mr. Bard said. The
No fertilizer will be required if
Antennas tnstalled
fall
season
is favorable for spreadthe cover crop is seeded in a
standing crop or following tobac- ing lime which may be applied to MALTING BARLEY IS EXCEPto
land
before
fall breaking and TION IN FEED PROGRAM
co.
Because a substantial part of the
12-24-24 per acre shall be used seeding to alfalfa, grasses, or winwhere a new seedbed is prepared. ter cover crops. It may also be ap- malting-type barley produced in
Also Available in 5306 Main Street
Phone 307
The sign-up period under the plied as top dressing to fields al- the United States normally is
Year Bottled In Bond
grown
in
what
is
now
ready
the
in
grass.
severe
The
land on which
ACP for Requesting cost-shares
Fifth - $4.75
Pints lime is used under the Govern- drought area, special provisions
afillitalaMP"7
"
r"'""1"r""Ilf Val! ., •
$2.95
Half Pints 1111111111•111111111111111111191iilleaill11111111111111011111111.W
1 for seeding cover crops ends Oc- ment program
are
included
in
the
1962
feed
grain
is
required
to be
tober 15, 1961 Mr. Bard said. All
$1.50
farmers are urged to take advant- devoted to pasture grasses or le- program for barley to assure adequate
supplies
of
this
gumes
grain,
ac1962
in
or
1963.
age of this offer.
Farmers planning to use lime cording to R. 0. Wilson..Chairman.
this fall are tir4ed to make appli- State Agricultural Stabilization
DO And MA Proof Sloadhl Bourbon Whisk,
Years Old
ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY
cation at the county ASCS office and Conservation Committee.
HIRAM WALKER & SONS, NC., PEORIA ILL.
producer
No
acceptable
of
varieat once in order that they may be
eligible for cost-sharing under the ties of malting barley will be required to participate in the 1962
Agricultural
Conservation ProFeed Your Hogs
feed grain program as a means of
304 MAIN ST.
FULTON, KY.
gram.
qualifying
for price support proDAY OR NITE
PHONE 20
vided he has previously produced
this type grain and plants barley
Complete Line
only of an acceptable maltiog varHearing Aid Batteries iety for harvest in 1962. Also, he
must not have a barley acreage on
Pon all makes of hesring aids!
With Your Home
the farm in 1962 in excess of 110
Visit our Hearing Aid Departpercent of the average he had for
Grown Grain
ment at your first opportunity.
1959-60, and he must not knowingly devote an acreage to corn
• Flowers for all Occasions
CITY DRUG CO.
and grain sorghums in 1962 which
Fulton, Ky.
108 Lake Street
Phone
' Is in excess of the average acreage
Rytex Personalized Stationery
for these two grains in 1959-60.

Farm News, Meetings, Events

Greenfield Monument Works

TV REPAIR

GERIATRIC
capsules(-

Wade Television .

CITY DRUG CO.

Hiram Walker Quality
In A Rich, True
Bourbon

nru.

Roper Television

SCOTT'S

FLORAL SHOPPE

TOP VALUE STAMPS
ON ALL PURCHASES!

" Hallmark Greeting Cards
* Invitations—Gifts—Bridge items

GET 100 EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
CLIP THE COUPON BELOW!

Id111111114011112Zillfillalli1111111111111111iillth11111111111111111111
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BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

NOW OPEN

Browder Milling Co.

Stallins D-X Service Station
At

BRADY BROS GARAGE

All you need is a bottle opener!

ENJOY A SCREWDRIVER

106 West State Line

any time...any place!

100

Extra Top Value Stamps
with $1 or more purchase

SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE
304 Main Street

100

Fulton, Ky.

NAME

LIQUOR
AND MIXER
ALL IN ONE
BOTTLE!

We appreciate Your Business and Will Do Our

'
f.
- ---

'
bk
OPEN...

Best to Please.

1

i
scRtwoRi

POUR...

ENJOY.. r
i.;
will

Drive by and see us for Prompt,
Courteous Service!

,
flovipai%01

ADDRESS
Coupon expires Wed. Sept. 13th One Per Person

JENKINSiedAIQUOR DRINKS z4tzsci
P500f.

`,FIMIS COMMON

MANCIfila

Raymond Stallins & Harry Gordon
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Lieutenant-Governor Wilson W.
Wyatt speaking at the 83rd annual Fancy Farm picnic recently made no definite statement about his candidacy for the
U. S. Senate but few left the picnic doubting he would make such
an announcement soon.

MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $139.911
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Pnone 201.
OLD STYLE KITCHEN CABINETS from $12.50 at Wade's Used
Furniture Store. "Trade with
Wade & Save" 217 Main St. Phone
478.
HIGH BACK ROCKERS $10.95 at
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
"Trade with Wade & Save." 217
Main St., Phone 478.
NICE 3 SPEED WINDOW FAN
$22.50 at Wade's Used Furniture
Store. "Trade with Wade &
Save" 217 Main St., Phone 478.
TV Antennas: quick and efficient
installation service; all types.
Merryman and Fry Appliances,
phone 126, Fulton.

rv

AN TENeirta: We install—
trade--repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Ph(vee 30' Roper Television

SUMMER TOUR FOR SMOKEY :—State Forestry Director
Gene L. Butcher (left) and
State Fire Control Chief H. W.
Berckmain ready Smokey Bear
Just before he loaves for his
summer tour of the county fair
circuit. Smokey will appear at
a number of fairs and exhibits
In Eastern and Western Kentucky. His talking messages on
forest fire prevention wW receive the attention of youngsters and adults alike. Butcher
gives credit to Smokey for much
of the success the Division of
Forestry has had in creating interest in forest fire prevention.

NEED A BETTER JOB?
Enroll NOW!
for
SPEEDVVRITING Shorthand
Qualify in a few weeks for a good
starting income, chances for advancements And future security
FORT BLISS, TEX.—Army 2d
through SPEEDWRITING Short- Lt. Jere L. Pigue, son of Mr. and
,hand.
.Mrs. B. T. Pigue, 308 Third St.,
Individual Instruction.
Fulton, Ky., completed the missile
Day School 8:15 to 2:15
officer orientation course at The
Bruce Business Institute Air Defense School, Fort Bliss,
Tex., Aug. 8.
Phone 6415
308 Poplar
During the eight weeks of inMartin, Tennessee
"Inquire about our new 39 weeks ; struction Lieutenant Pigue was
trained in the duties and reponsiCourse"
bilities of a missile officer.
The Air Defense School, the
largest military school in the nation, trains personnel to man and
FREE PARKING !
maintain the guided missile systems employed in the air defense
of the U. S., by our armies overseas and by our allies of the
NATO and SEATO nations.
A 1955 graduate of Fulton High
Across From
School and a 1961 graduate of the
Coca-Cola Plant
University of Kentucky, he is a
member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Drive-In-Service
fraternity. His wife lives at 1004
Package Ice
S. First St., Union City, Tenn.

SERVICE NOTES

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

RENT - -

WE

-

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton. Ky.
Phone 103

Serving with Attack Squadron
36, undergoing training operations
aboard the attack aircraft carrier
USS Saratoga in the Caribbean.
is John A. Henderson, aviation
storekeeper second class, USN,son
of Mr. and Mrs. William Henderson of 315 Water St., Fulton, Ky.
The squadron completed many
of its competitive exercises and
requalified in day and night carrier operations while disembarked
at the Naval Alp- Station, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.

ABOVE AVERAGE!
BREAKFAST TABLE and chairs
from $12.50 at Wade's Used FurAbout 94 per cent of the pasniture Store. "Trade with Wade
senger miles traveled in Kentucky
& Save." 217 Main St. Phone 478. by
out-of-state tourists is by automobile. The national average is
90 per cent.

For The

BEST
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

When Its

Real Estate in Fulton
gee

CHARLES W.BITRROW
309 Walnut

Phone el

rarm Loans
Conventionai ',spans
FBA Loans
—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times I

Wyatt Makes No Statement About Senate Race,But He's Running

SUPER
KEM - TONE
$5.35
GALLON
EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
Fulton
Phone 35

Everyone else who spoke at the
picnic mentioned the race and had
Wyatt the candidate. He told
newsmen before his speech, "I
have given serious thought to
running for the Senate and the
closer we got to the race the more
seriously I consider it."
Railroad Commissioner Wayne
Freeman of Mayfield, State Representatives elect Charles Lassiter,
Alma and Rumsey Taylor, Princeton, all had Wyatt the candidate
for the Senate. Freeman said that
Wilson Wyatt "would be the man
to beat Thurston Morton for the
Senate." Wyatt laughlingly said,
"Never have I heard Wayne speak
more eloquently."
Wyatt in his speech called the
area between the rivers "the playground of mid-America. He spoke
of the proposed national park between the Kentucky Lake and
Barkley Lake.
Wyatt said, "The park area will
bring Kentucky 5 million more
tourists and between 25 and 30
million dollars more in revenue.
Wyatt said that he had spoken
at Fancy Farm in 1958,''59 and '60
and this year he was speaking
"just to keep in practice." "And
I guarantee that I will be back
here next year," he added.
"Recreation is fast becoming the
number one dollar producer in
Kentucky," Wyatt said. He stressed the importance of preserving
the area along the rivers for building industry.
"We want two or three more
Calvert Cities in West Kentucky,"

WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

Wyatt declared. "We want more
Jobs and opportunities and there is
no substitute for jobs," Wyatt concluded.
Wayne Freeman, railroad commissioner, lauded the present state
administration for its strides in
health, education and welfare.
E. B. Kennedy, commissioner of
economic development, said that
the state would "give full cooperation to the canning association that
was recently formed in the five
county area."
The association included Graves,
McCracken, Carlisle, Ballard, and
Hickman counties.
It will employ about 200 persons
and handle the canning of fruits
and vegetables of some 1,000 farmers in the five counties.
Oldtimers attending the picnic
said the crowd was one at the
smallest they had seen in several
years. Being an off-year for elections and threatening weather
seemed to be the chief reasons for
the small attendance which was
estimated at about 350 for the
political speaking.
All told, observers set the attendance mark at over 1,000 for
the picnic.
The picnic has been a traditional
August feature in Western Kentucky since 1878.
Even though the date of primary elections was changed to
May, political speaking at the picnic has been preserved.
One speaker State Rep. Lon Carter Barton of Mayfield, told the
gathering he intended to introduce
a bill to return the primary to
August when the state legislature
meets in 1962.
In addition to the political
speaking, there were concessions,
games, contests and musical entainment. Barbecue was served all
day and into the night. The food
was prepared by ladies of the
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These two chariot teams from the movie "Ben-Hur': will be featured in races during the last
three days of the World Championship Rodeo at the 1961 Mid-South Fair, Sept. 22-30.

Tim
surelY

parish of St. Jerome's Roman
Catholic Church. The picnic itself
was held on the grounds of the I
school. Albert Cash was president
of the picnic this year.
Traveling with Lt. Gov. Wyatt
in addition to Kennedy were Mack
Sisk, director of industrial promotion, and Fred Tucker, administrative assistant to Wyatt. Roy
Lowe, Lowes served as master of
ceremonies.
Among the prominent politicians
who gathered from over the state
was Dr. Robert Martin, president
of Eastern State College at Richmond.

Try Old
Glenmore
*Chill Filtered
Distributed By
Bryant Distr. Co.
()wencher°, Ky.

State gasoline taxes account for
four cents of each dollar tourists
spend in Kentucky.

TENDERED BEEF ...
s—i Lz—

Wave a fender pood-bye co Inept, odel

Piclx op 5. pleasor• of a Swift's PT1IMIMM
Snook or load as ose Narked gday.

3 Lb . . . . 95c

FRESH
PICNIC STYLE

lb. 23

POT PIES 4 FOR . . . . . 89c
ICE MILK Swift 1-2 Gal. . . 39c

PRESERVES 20 oz. JAR . . 47c
JAMBO GRAPE
JAM 20 oz. JAR
37c

PEACHES

HUNTS
HALVES OR
SLICED 2 1-2 CAN

FOR FtEN'i. Flom sanding ma- ,
chine and electric floor polish- ;
er and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.

COFFEE

PIES Libby Frozen

KAY'S

AMERICAN ACE

=MIMS

McCORMICK
MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT

10 oz. JAR . . • $1.39
OATMEAL COOKIES 1 Lb.Bag 39c

GRAPES

CRACKERS Dixie Belle Lb. . . 19c
APPLE PEACH CHERRY

24 oz. . . 39c

COFFEE 1 Lb. BAG . . . . 69c
FIRST OF
THE SEASON
RED TOKAYS

lb. 19c

Min

Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper

EXTRA FANCY RED DELICIOUS

CARROTS

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

Pkg.

lk

MILD YELLOW, WASH CLEAN

ONIONS

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Night" 161

lk

SELEL, t.11 WASHED ROOTS

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

Wick Smith Agency

Lb

APPLES

Phone 1610

7 1-2c

Lb

TEXAS

POTATOES
SILVER SKILLET
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BLACK PEPPER 4 oz. Can . . 39c

Painting and paperhanging
contractors

TIMIP;

gram

TV REPAIR: all makes and models
Skilled personnel, prompt service,
technicians for
factory-trained
black-and-white and color. "Service is our business". Merryman
and Fry Appliances, 215 Main
Street, phone 126.

RUSSELL BOAZ
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JAMBO STRAWBERRY

BEEF - TURKEY - CHICKEN
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OvI of Swift IL Coreporly's years of research
comes a great neve discovery Mot realms all cub of beef
deliciously tender.

No wee disgruntled dads . .. no more youngsters saying,
'Where did you bvy NO"

PORK ROAST
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So siedgit,it cuts with a Fork!

GROUND SEVERAL TIMES DAILY

MORTON'S FROZEN

$150

Vs PINT

.14savlbsss b fettered eat — web
smoother Bourbon sOttemS is let la.
90 PROOF KY. STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

ROUND STEAK Swifts Prem.Proten Lb.79c
BEEF LIVER Swifts Prem.Proten Lb. 49c
PORK CUTLETS Tender Lb. . . 59c
GROUND BEEF

times,
times

Because It Is

FOUR PERCENT!

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

McDowell St., S. Fulton

We can't keep you out Of it,
but with one of our Lowpayment plan
Cost, three
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Cheek Book!
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c
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Lb 5c
2 15 1-2 oz. Cans

SPAGHETTI and MEAT BALLS

49c
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